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ABSTRACT
Certain critics have alluded to the mysticism of James
Dickey's early poetry, but. little critical work has been done on
this aspect of Dickey's.work.

The purpose of this study was to

examine certain philosophkal ideas in Dickey's early work, as
these ideas inform the poet's underlying, mystical vision.

The

idea of extrovertive mysticism and the idea of the inner unity of
opposites were two philosophical ideas which seemed to operate in
many of Dickey's early poems.
In extrovertive mysticism the mystic intensifies and explores
his sensory experience of the world as a means of establishing a
sense of personal connection with the underlying unity of external
reality.

The inner unity of opposites is the idea that in every

system of dualistic opposition, there exists a middle ground of
implicit unity.

Oppositions such as life and death, self and other,

being and not being, are viewed as the conceptually extreme ends of
a conman core of related experience.
The poems examined in this stu~y revealed a quest for a
personal and mystical connection with the universe, and insofar as
the poet made this connection, he seemed to transcend the dualism
of ordinary perception.

In poems like

11

In the Tree House at Night,

the poet depicted a sacred realm of experience in which the dualism
of life and death was transcended by a vision of the underlying
connection between the living and the dead.
iv

In poems like The
11

11

V

Salt Mar$h, 11 the inner unity of opposites was discovered in the
depths of mystical consciousness, and oppositions such as "knowing
where you are" and "being lost" were seen as oppositions of the
intellectually categorized world only.

In the real world which

lies beyond conceptual descriptions and instruments of measurement,
there is, according to Dickey's view, no being lost or being found;
there is only being itself.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Literature has often served as a vehicle for the expression
of certain philosophical ideas regarding the nature of reality and
the relationship of human beings to it.

Not only do we find phil-

osophers themselves using literary forms for the expression of their
ideas (Plato, Sartre and Camus come immediately to mind), but very
often we also find that poets and novelists who are not themselves
professionally trained philosophers, nevertheless express in their
writings certain ideas which can be identified as deriving from
particular schools of philosophy or a particular philosophical outlook.
Studying literary works which contain an underlying philosophical base can help the student of philosophy in getting "the
feel" of a philosophical idea.

The 11 feel 11 of certain ideas in

existentialism, for example, can often be obtained in reading a novel
by Dostoevski, Kafka, or Sartre.

Similarly, in trying to reach an

understanding of the philosophical ideas associated with certain
types of mysticism, the student of philosophy might benefit from the
study of these ideas as they occur in literary form.

(Two examples

of this kind of study might involve the pantheistic mysticism of
Whitman and the gnostic fT\YSticism of Blake.)
This thesis presupposes that the study of mystic literature
can help broaden our understanding of human nature and reality by
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exposing us to a point of view which stresses the interconnectedness
of perceiver and object perceived.

The mystical perspective stresses

the principle of ultimate union or interconnectedness between the
knower and that which is known, between the individual and external
reality.

At the level of "pure mysticism," the mystic undergoes

the experience of ultimate un~on with an ultimate object
of religious adoration, a union so comolete that the
finite self of the mysttc is sa;-d to be lost altogether
while only the ultimate object remains (Edwards, Mysticism
and Reli.gion,·p. 306) •.
A more specific value in the study of mystic literature,
especially the mystic literature of our own time and culture, may
lie in the possibility that such literature can serve as a balancing
factor over and against the world view of empirical science.

By and

large, western thought has been permeated with the notion that there
is an ultimate split between mind and body, spirit and matter
(Descartes) and that the universe is an impersonal

11

machine, 11 "out

there, 11 devoid of consciousness and existing independently of human
perception or experience (Newton).

One of the consequences of the

success of modern technology has been the emergence of the attendant
view that nature is hostile or alien, separate in kind from us; we
have correspondingly assumed an adversarial stance with respect to
it, a stance exemplified by feelings of separation and distance from
the world and even the universe as the source of our existence.
current science magazines, for example, we can find articles
entitled "Man still has space to conquer." The word "conquer"
captures the adversarial perspective and takes us right back to
Bacon's notion that the universe is a wanton female whose secrets

In
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must be "tortured from her" by the use of "mechanical devices." The
mystical perspective, with its view of the underlying unity between
nature and humankind, might serve as a balancing contrast to the
impersonal or outright adversarial attitude toward nature, which can
be seen not only in the language of Bacon, but also as underlying
much of the current scientific technology related to harvesting of
"natural resources."
The study of the mystical perspective might also offer to the
student of philosophy, if not a viable alternative, at least another
way of looking at the whole problem of metaphysical dualism.

The

idea that mind and body, spirit and matter, are ultimately separate
and distinct categories of reality, might well be balanced with the
idea that such categories are conceptual dualisms which do not
obtain in the external world in any final way--the idea that mind and
body are distinctions in a dualistic system of thought rather than
distinctions in reality itself.

The mystic notion that reality is

one, and that the individual is part of this oneness, might lead the
student of philosophy to a different perspective from which to examine the seemingly insoluble problems of metaphysical dualism.

This

is not to suggest that mysticism itself does not contain its own
kinds of problems, not the least of which is the problem of trying
to explain in words an experience that seems by its very nature to
transcend the limits of language, the problem which Edwards calls
the ineffability of mystical language (Edwards, Reason and Religion,
11

p. 302).

11

But this takes us far afield of the present study, the

purpose of which is to describe how the early poetry of James
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Dickey can be viewed as expressing or making use of ideas which are
essentially mystical in nature.
More than one critic has made reference to the mystical vision
in Dickey's early poetry.

For example, Norman Silverstein makes the

following convnent about Dickey's early work Drowning with Others
(1962):
These poems strive after mystical transcendence . . • .
Mr. Dickey's warmth and sensitivity toward family life,
nature, and God, and his hopefulness of finding the
other --these qualities make him a mystic poet (Boyers,
Contemporary.Poetry in America, p. 308).
11

11

Yale Review critic Lawrence Lieberman makes a similar claim about
Dickey, stressing the idea that not only is Dickey's poetry mystical
but that Dickey himself, as a man, is a mystic.

Lieberman says of

Dickey,
He is a worldly mystic. On the one hand, a joyous
expansive personality--all candor, laughter and charm-in love with his fully conscious gestures, the grace and
surety of moves of his body. An outgoing man. An extrovert. On the other hand, a chosen man . • . • A man who
can make of himself and his art a medium, a perfect conductor, through which the opposed worlds--both charged
with intensity--can meet and connect, flow into each other
(Calhoun, James Dickey: The __ Expansive Imagination, p. 75).
Silverstein and Lieberman, in their comments on Dickey, are
suggesting a particular type of mysticism, one that philosopher
W. T. Stace has formally .designated as "Extrovertive Mysticism.

11

Stace says, in Mysticism and Philosophy (1960), that in the history
of mysticism there have been two distinctive types:
and extrovertive.

introvertive

The former involves a withdrawal from the sensory

world, usually in a state of deep meditation, in which to find a
sense of unity with God or the 0ne, within the deep interiority
11

11
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of the mindless Self.

In this type of mystical introversion the

individual becomes united with the One and there is no longer any
sense of separation between the two.

The ego or sense of individual

self is totally abolished as it is absorbed into the greater consciousness of the One.

By contrast, extrovertive mysticism involves

an intensification of sensory experience rather than a withdrawal
from it.

The extrovertive mystic reaches through intensified sensory

experience to find unity with the One as this unity is seen underlying the multiplicity of things in the external world.

In both types

of mystical experience the end result is transcendental unity with
the One, but in the case of extrovertive mysticism there is no real
or ultimate dissolution of the indivi~ual's sense of personal identity.

The extrovertive mystic is united with the One while still

retaining personal identity:

Unity is by way of connection, not

evaporation or absorption.
This study will argue that it is this latter kind of 11 extrovertive11 mysticism that characterizes many of the poems in Dickey's
early volumes.

Dickey's search for mystical connection--both in

terms of nature {sun and moon, the flow of rivers, the growth and
decay of natural forms) and in terms of the 11 other 11 (the dead
brother, Eugene, the dead World War II buddies, like Donald
Armstrong, the dead high.school pals in "Looking for the Buckhead
Boys"; the living other in "Them, Crying, 11 in "Into the Stone, 11 and
in 11 Adulteryll )--is a search conducted within the context of 11 extroverti ve mysticism."

6

There is a paradox in Dickey's quest for mystical connection:
he does reach outward through his sensory experience of the world to
find transcendental unity with it; he also, at the same time, plunges
deep into his own half-animal consciousness" to try to find the
11

In short, the sources of connection

threads of connection within.
for Dickey are both

11

outside --in the world of nature, in the world
11

of family, in the world of the other, and inside --in his own
11

11

inner capacity for instinctual knowledge.

11

11

Regarding this other
11

11

within himself, this other part of himself that is "half-animal" and
"primitive," Dickey has this to say:
I go out on the side of a hill, maybe hunting deer, and
sit there and see the shadow of night coming over the hill,
and I -can swear to you there is a part of me that is abso1utely untouched by anything civilized. There's a part of
me that has never heard of a telephone. By an act of will
I can call up the whole past which includes telephones,
but there is a half-dreaming, half-animal part of me that
is fundamentally primitive. I really believe this, and I
try to get it into poems; I don 1 t think this quality should
die out of people. It's what gives us a personal relationship to the sun and the moon, the flow of rivers, the
growth and decay of natural forms, and the cycles of death
and rebirth (Dickey, Self Interviews, p. 69).
One key characteristic of Dickey's extrovertive mysticism lies
in his attempt to establish "personal relationship" with the universe.

He goes deep into the sources of his own creative imagination

(what he calls his basement in the poem "Power and Light") and finds
11

11

there one end of the thread of connection; and then he follows this
thread of connection outward through his intensified sensory experience of the world and finds, in his newly created world of the
enlivened imagination, a fresh sense of wholeness and unity that
transcends the conceptual dualism of ordinary experience.

In his
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most successful poems dealing with this kind of mystical transcendency, Dickey resolves the dualism of life and death, self and Other,
man-made world and God-made world.

In these poems Dickey articulates

a discovery or perception of what Alan Watts calls the mystical
"inner unity of opposites" (The Two Hands of God:

The Myths of

Po 1ari ty, 1963, p. 45) •
According to Watts, polarity is
something much more than simply duality or opposition. For
to say that opposites are polar is to say much more than
that they are far apart: it is to say that they are related
and joined--that they are th.e terms, ends, or extremi.ties of
a single whole. Polar opposites are therefore inseparable
opposites, like the poles of the earth or of a magnet, or
the ends of a stick or the faces of a coin (p. 45).
Such polarities do not obtain in nature, but rather, are abstract
conceptualizations which we employ in our attempt to make our experience of the world intelligible:
.•• man thinks in terms and therefore divides in thought
what is undivided in nature. To think is to categorize,
to sort experience into classes and intellectual pigeonholes. It is thus that, from the standpoint of thought,
the all-important question is ever, 'Is it this, or is it
that?' Is the experience inside this class or is it outside? By answering such questions we describe and explain
the world; we make it explicit. But implicitly, in nature
herself, there are no classes • . • . It is thus the imaginary, abstract, and conceptual character of these divisions (classes) which render them polar . • . when anyone
draws attention to the implicit unity of polar opposites
we feel something of a shock. For the foundations of
thought are shaken by the suspicion that experiences and
values which we had all believed to be contrary and distinct are, after all, aspects of the same thing (Watts,
The Two Hands of God, pp. 45-46).
·
According to Watts, once we realize that polarities are
inseparable opposites (rather than oppositions that are fundamentally
different or "far apart"), then we can also see that the function of
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conceptual polarities is to define a middle ground of organized
experience, and that "what lies between the poles is more substantial
than the po 1es themse 1ves " {Watts, The Two Hands of God, p. 45).
For example, although we tend to dualistically categorize life in
terms of the polarities of birth and death, it is their underlying
ground of unity, the ongoing continuity of the life process itself
that is important.

In any system of conceptual polarization the

"inner unity of opposites" consists of the ground of commonality
which makes the poles necessarily related. The poles of love and
hate, for example, are related by a conmonality of emotion.

Love

and hate are the extreme ends of the same experiential emotion.
and down are the poles in a co11111on system of direction, etc.

Up

As an

illustration of this idea of the inner unity of opposites, Watts
refers to Heraclitus' writing.
Heraclitus, according to Watts, "stands somewhat alone" in
the "history and climate of Western thought," because his paradoxical
propositions violate our common sense intuitions, intuitions which
are largely based on the logic of Aristotle.
of God, p. 48).

{Watts, The Two Hands

Watts argues convincingly that under the influence of·

Aristotle, western thought has come to consider the reality of the
world in terms of the law of the excluded middle, the logical
assumption that a proposition is either true or false, and furthermore, that dualistic extremes can exist independently of one
another:

"Western culture is a celebration of the i 11 us ion that good

may exist without evil, light without darkness, and pleasure without
pain . • . • " Watts quotes the Book of Revelation 21:4, saying that
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the western ideal of the world is a world in which "there shall be no
more death, neither sorrow, nor crying, neither shall there be any
more pain; for the former things are passed away" (Watts, The Two
Hands of God, p. 48).
In contrast to this unrea 1i sti c if 11 grand i 11 us ion, 11 Watts
finds Heraclitus' view of the world not only more realistic but also
more profound.

It is profound in the sense that at the deepest

levels of human existence the extremes of experience must be recognized as being fundamental to the human condition:

to be a man or a

woman is to be capable of both pain and pleasure, joy and suffering,
good and evil.
Watts finds the eastern counterpoint of Heraclitus' thought
in the writing attributed to Lao Tzu.

He asks us to compare, for

example, the aphorisms of Heraclitus with the Tao te Ching of Lao
Tsu, and in the following quotes we can see the idea that in any
system of dichotomous distinctions, polarities arise and define one
another mutually.
It is by disease that health is pleasant; by evil that
good is pleasant; by hunger, satiety; by weariness, rest
{Watts, The Two Hands of God, p. 47, quoting Heraclitus).
When everyone recognizes beauty as beautiful, there is
already ugliness; when everyone recognizes goodness as
good, there is already evil. 'To be and not to be arise
mutually (Watts, The Two Hands of God, p. 47, quoting Lao Tzu).
1

1

1

Perhaps it is the "inner unity of opposites" in the aphorisms
of Heraclitus that makes Heraclitus James Dickey's "favorite philosopher11 (Dickey, Self Interviews, p. 69).

Two of the aphorisms

seem to hold a particular fascination and appeal to Dickey.

He says,

in Self Interviews, that he is particularly intrigued by aphorism

10
109 which proposes that "the way up is- down.

11

Dickey feels that this

paradox describes his own poetic aspirations:

In order to go up to
11

11

a high level of poetic vision and expression, he must also go down
11

into the half-animal
11

11

part of his own consciousness.

11

In this deep

part of himself Dickey hopes to discover those kinds of archetypal
images which will help him in his attempt to connect with the universe and with the 0ther.
11

11

In "In the Tree House at Night" (as we shall see in Chapter V),
Dickey senses that he is paradoxically both alive and dead at the
same time, or, to put it another way, he senses that he is neither
alive nor dead since, in the ecstasy of mystical vision the conceptual line of separation between birth and death is erased.

He

achieves this paradoxical sense of identity by realizing that ultimately he is the conscious embodiment of the universal life force
which manifests itself in ever expanding cycles of birth and death.
Insofar as his conscious identity becomes merged or connected with
11

11

all of life, with the natural forms of trees and birds and lakes
(specific images from the poem), as well as with the spirit of his
11

11

dead ·brother (who continues to live in the poet's own "super human
images of God"), insofar as the poet's consciousness connects with
the 0ne, and the other, he becomes a participant in the creative
11

11

11

11

force of life which constitutes the inner unity of opposites in the
polarities of birth and death.
In this study, certain of James Dickey's early poems will be
examined in order to show how they reflect the idea of secular or
extrovertive mysticism (these terms are used synonomously in this

11

study} and the idea of the inner unity of opposites.

The point of

the examination of the poems will be to illustrate that in his early
poems Dickey displays the characteristics of an extrovertive mystic
seeking union or connection with the one by coming to a personal
11

11

realization of the inner unity of opposites in his experience of the
world.
The plan of the study is as follows.
an introduction to the study.

Chapter I will serve as

In the second chapter, the related

and primarily literary criticism of mysticism in Dickey will be
reviewed.

Chapter III will include a descriptive account of Stace's

concept of extrovertive mysticism, and Chapter IV will similarly
deal with the concept of the inner unity of opposites.

In Chapters

V and VI an analysis of representative poems from Dickey's early
work will be presented, the former treating mystical connections
with nature, the latter treating mystical connections with other
persons.

Chapter VII will conclude the thesis with some general

observations about how literature expresses ideas about reality and
human nature.

CHAPTER II
RELATED CRITICISM
There are various ways that the essentially mystic vision of
Dickey has been described.

David Berry has analyzed Dic_key 1 s mystical

vision in terms of the archetypal myths of Orpheus and Narcissus,
and in terms of the dynamic tensions between Appolonian clam and
Dionysian frenzy.

Berry sees Dickey• s poetry as trying 11 to connect

everything in a vision of One space 11 (Berry, Orphic and Narcissistic,
p. iii).

According to Berry, the poet undergoes the ritual descent

of Orpheus into the underworld where he imaginatively unites with:
(1) his dead brother ( 11 The String, 11

11

In the Tree House at Night 11 ) ,

(2) dead parents ( 11 Approaching Prayer, 11 11 The Celebration 11 ) , (3) dead
World War II buddies (Donald Armstrong in 11 The Performance 11 ) , and
(4) dead childhood school friends ( 11 The Leap, 11 11 Mary Sheffield 11 ) .
Through uniting with the living dead, i.e., with the dead who go on
living in the consciousness and creative imagination of the poet,
Dickey is thus able to rise from the dead singing songs, like
Orpheus, in celebration of the cyclic wholeness of life.

The under-

lying assumption of Dickey's views is that one must, in effect, come
to grips with the reality of one's own death and the death of others
in order to enter the world of the fully and joyously alive.
In addition to establishing this underground connection with
the dead (in order to unite death and life through the forces of the
imagfnation), Dickey's mystical vision, according to Berry, also
12
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involves making a connection with the world of plants and animals.
Berry treats this theme interestingly as the descent down the chain
of being in order to establish harmony with it.

Both as a hunter and

as a poet Dickey enters the animal world in order to spiritually connect not only with the animals but also to connect with the other
half of himself, the 11 half-animal, 11 "half-dreaming," 11 primitive 11
Self; and through this connection he is like Orpheus ascending,
reborn, made whole.

{The process of "descent into the underworld"

is not unlike the Christian sacrament wherein the communicant, by
acknowledging the necessity of sacrificial death, willingly partakes
of the blood of Christ in order to achieve inner union with God and
a renewal of the spirit or what I have called the non-rational,
intuitive Self).
In Dickey's vision, the process of transformation, or mystical change, does not, however, imply attaining a higher rung on
some spiritual ladder aimed at heaven; it does not imply achieving
higher hierarchical placing in the "great chain of being

11 ;

rather

the process of transformation implies a change of perception whereby
the transformed man or woman sees, beyond the conceptual dualism of
the intellect, into "the world as it was meant to be, 11 the world
where joy and pain, birth and death, being and not being, self and
other, are known and intensely experienced not as absolutes in
unrelated opposition to one another, but rather as shifting points
of reference in that great circle of becoming which is life itself.
Berry treats this idea in terms of the Orphic descent into the
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underworld of darkness and death with the attendant resurrection or
ascension back into the world of the 1 iving.
Other critics have. similarly touched upon Dickey's mystical
vision.

Jeffrey Sekula did an interesting study of the transforma-

tion process in Dickey's poetry, interpreting the purpose of the
transformation technique in terms of the existential search for personal identity. The transformation technique, as Sekula treats it,
means the process by which the poet's imagination transforms his own
identity into that of another--into that, for example, of an animal,
or a dead friend or relative.

Primari.ly Sekula's study shows how

Dickey's use of the transformation technique leads "into a reality
where the poet's vision is more acute and more i111T1ediate and where
11

11

the thing observed (whether it be concrete or abstract) takes on a

greater degree of intensity from its being clearly observed" (Sekula,
Technique of Transformation, pp. 7-8).

(A more detailed account of

Sekula's claim will be presented later in this chapter.)
Another critic, Viston Taylor, has approached Dickey's mystical vision in terms of the use of "ritual magic." Taylor's thesis
is that Dickey, in his quest for an awareness of a "sacred realm"
{what I would call the realm of mystical union with the universe)
employs certain techniques of ritual magic.

The purpose of ritual

magic is to gain for the practitioner some specific goal or object
of desire.

For Dickey, according to Taylor, the object of desire is

perceptual entrance into the intensified, sacred, and timeless world
both of animals and of the dark, instinctual side of man's own subconscious.

According to Taylor, Dickey hopes to find in this sacred
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realm a lasting sense of permanence and the irrational quality of
11

the animal's mind that is oblivious to death and the loss of loved
persons and things" (Taylor, Ritual Magic, p. 5). Taylor feels that
Dickey gains access to this world through the employment, in his
poems, of certain ritual actions.

In the poem "Springer Mountain,

11

for example, the deer hunter ritualistically removes his clothes in
order to gain direct access to the world and vision of the deer he
hunts.

In "Attempt at Prayer,

11

a son ritualistically puts on the

cock spurs and the head of a dead boar, personal objects belonging
to his father, in order to gain access to the sacred realm of the
dead.

Language itself, Taylor points out, is used by Dickey in a

an incantatory way to gain access to the sacred realm of the
11

Other.

11

By "incantatory," Taylor is, of course, referring to

Dickey's early use of the anapestic beat and the end stopped line.
Sekula argues that these stylistic devices produce the kind of
hypnotic effect of la,nguage necessary for trance-inducement.

His

idea is that Dickey's incantatory style, in certain poems, reinforces
or underscores the poet's desire to effect the conditions of ritualistic trance which are necessary, in magic, for entrance into the
sacred realm of timeless connection with the Other.
11

11

This realm

of the Other which Taylor speaks of, and the unifying vision of
11

11

Orpheus, which Berry treats, will be examined, in the following
chapters, from another frame of reference--that of extrovertive
mysticism and the inner unity of opposites.
All of the above critics used the word "mystical II at one
time or another in their studies but none of them concentrated on
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mysticism itself as a characteristic of Dickey's vision.
to use the word mystical
11

11

They tended

in a general way to indicate that Dickey's

vision transcended the limits of rational thought, but they did not
attempt to take the term mystical
11

11

and break it down into any par-

ticular underlying philosophical ideas, such as the inner unity of
opposites.

Berry, for example, treated the theme of underlying

unity between the living and the dead in terms of archetypal myth,
paying particular attention to the unifying vision of the Euridice
figure.

I approach this same theme in terms of the inner unity of

opposites, the idea that birth and death, living and dying, are conceptual oppositions which define the extremes of cyclic, as opposed
to linear, experience.

The difference between Berry's study and the

present one is a difference of language and approach; both of us see
the theme of unity or connection as the central theme in Dickey's
early work, but each of us interprets this theme in terms of the
conditions of our own interests:

his are literary and mythic, mine

are philosophical.
The same point holds true for Sekula's study of the "Transformation Technique."

For Sekula, this technique involves the
11

11

poet's using his imaginative powers to transform his ordinary human
vision into the vision of an animal or a dead person. Through this
transformation of vision, the poet is able to see the world in a new
way that is not limited to the customary constraints of ordinary
human perception.

For example, in one poem which Sekula uses for

illustration, the poet's consciousness becomes the consciousness of
an animal he is hunting:

he sees himself (in the mind of the animal)
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looking out at himself as the hunter. This nonrational situation can
certainly be called mystical in the sense that it defies ordinary
thought, but in the present study I wi 11 try to show how this
formati on technique" can be seen in another light.

11

trans-

I will try to

show that this transformation is more than a technique of the imagination, that it can also be viewed as an intrinsic characteristic of
that kind of mystical experience whereby the mystic transcends categories of opposition which place a line of separation between man
and animal or between the living and the dead.
In Sekula's mind, Dickey and the animals or the dead (whose
identities he assumes through the technique of transformation) are
essentially separate in space and time, and are only momentarily
joined through an act of the poet's creative imagination.

In con-

trast, I will argue that in the state of mystical ecstasy (which
Sekula calls the 11 transformation 11 ) the poet and the animals, or the
dead, are thought by Dickey, the mystic, to be really united--not
just by an act of imaginative will, but by the mystical understanding
that suchdistinctionsas being alive and being dead are not real, are
not absolutes existing in the external world of things.

Rather,

these distinctions, it will be argued, are in a system of conceptual
dualisms which do not

accurately describe the external world.

The

living and the dead are united in the sense that they were never
separated, and having never been separated, they cannot be united,
because they already are united.

The mystic vision, implicit in

Dickey's early poetry, simply is the recognition of this preexisting
unity.
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Like Berry with his treatment of the Euridice myth, and Sekula
with his treatment of the Transformation Technique, Viston Taylor is
also approaching this central theme in.Dickey's early poems when he
writes about Dickey's use of "ritual magic" to gain entrance into the
"sacred realm" of non-ordinary perceptual experience. Taylor compares the ritualistic elements in Dickey's poetry to magic:

the

ritualistic acts of taking off of clothes and of the putting on of
the personal artifacts of the dead, for example, are compared to the
I

techniques of ritual magic whereby one gains entrance into another
world of sacred perception and experience.

These same ritualistic

elements can also be seen as acts of self-purification done in
preparation for mystical connection.

For example, in poems like

"The Vegetable King" and "Sleeping Out at Easter,

11

it will be argued

that the poet's ritual of leaving the house each spring to spend the
night in the woods is a mystical rather than a magical ritual-although the two are obviously related.
Almost without exception, the insights that the above critics
have gained in their particular approaches to Dickey's vision are
insights that could readily be transferred to the philosophical
framework of the present study.

Most of these insights have to do

ultimately with what can be called Dickey's quest for mystical connection with the other, with nature, with the "sacred realm" of
non-ordinary perception and experience.

The primary difference

between these critics and the present work is that of the conceptual
framework that each of us elects to use in trying to describe the
central themes of Dickey's vision as present in his early poetry.
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Although our approaches are different, our "findings" are in many
respects similar. All of us would probably agree, for example, on
the following sunvnary assertion about Dickey:

he is a poet in quest

of a sense of personal, even mystical, connection with all of existence, including, under this broad concept, the natural forms of
earth and sky and water, as well as the sense of personal, and again,
mystical connection with the other in human relationships--both
11

among the living and the dead.

11

CHAPTER III
EXTROVERTIVE MYSTICISM
W. T. Stace, writing in Mysticism and Philosophy (1960), makes
what he calls a distinction of "overriding importance" regarding
11

introvertive and extrovertive mysticism (p. 60).
11

11

11

According to

Stace,
The essential difference between them is that the
extrovertive experience looks outward through the senses,
while the introvertive looks inward into the mind (p. 61).
This is a useful distinction to employ in trying to classify the kind
of mystical tendencies which occur in James Dickey's early poetry.
In a study such as the present one, some system of classification
is necessary in order to bring critical focus to bear on the analysis
and interpretation of Dickey's poems.

It is not enough to say, in

some broad way of speaking, that Dickey's poetry often tends toward
the mystical.

What must be said is just exactly how or in what

specific ways Dickey's poem can be justifiably labeled mystical.
And again, Stace's distinction is helpful.

Let us return to it.

Generally speaking, the introverted mystic is one who, through
meditation or other techniques of body and mind control, seeks to cut
off the external world.

According to Stace, this kind of mystic

seeks by deliberately shutting off the senses, by obliterating from consciousness the entire multiplicity of sensations, images, and thoughts, to plunge into the depths of
his own ego. There, in that darkness and silence, he
alleges that he perceives the One--and is united with it-not as a Unit seen throu ha multi licit (as in the
extrovertive experience, but as the wholly naked One
devoid of any plurality whatever {Stace, Mysticism and
Philosophy, p. 62).
20
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It is easy to see, in light of the above distinction, how Dickey
could not be classified as an introvertive mystic:

He does not

deliberately shut off his sensory perception of the world; rather,
he cultivates and intensifies it, especially in his poems about
plants and animals and rivers.

We can also clearly see that Dickey

is not an introvertive mystic in the sense of discovering ultimate
unity as the absence of "any plurality whatever." The introvertive
mystic finds at the core of his mystic experience a· sense of awareness, or a clear understanding that there is no ultimate plurality
of things, that everything in the universe is simply one indivisible
Being, called God or "Ultimate Self."

In this perspective, ultimate

unity is not understood as underlying multiplicity but rather as
taking its place:

There is no multiplicity, there is only the One.

This kind of mystical position is not evident in Dickey's poems,
early or late.

His sense of oneness with others, or with the forms

of the natural world, never obliterates the principle of the plurality
of existence.

In his imaginative vision he connects, not dissolves.

The other type of mystic which Stace discusses is the extrovertive mystic.

Both introvertive and extrovertive mystical exper-

ience
culminate in the perception of an ultimate unity . • . .
But the extrovertive mystic, using his physical senses,
perceives the multiplicity of external material objects-the sea, the sky, the houses, the trees--mystically
transfigured so that the One, or the Unity, shines through
them (Stace, Mysticism and Philosophy, p. 61).
This is more probably the category of mysticism in which Dickey can
be placed.

Dickey, as a man as well as poet, in his search for

unity and connection, does not withdraw from his senses, does not
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retreat into some inner state of wordless meditation.
cultivates his sensory experience of the world:

Rather, he

He hunts, fishes,

canoes, drinks, and chases the illusory ghost of romantic love with
all the gusto and energy he can muster.

He is indeed, as Lawrence

Lieberman has noted, a man of the world,

11

11

not a reclusive, contem-

plative or meditative mystic in the tradition of Thomas Merton or
Brother Antonious.
being a mystic.

But being a man of the world does not preclude

He affirms the value of intensified sensory exper-

ience, as part of a natural passion for life; and through the employment of his own creative imagination he is able to project a vision
of the physical world in which an underlying mystic unity of spirit
shines through.
In addition to just broadly identifying extrovertive mysticism as a moving outward through the senses to a Unity with the One
(as "seen through a multiplicity,

11

p. 62), Stace also gives a more

detailed list of the convnon characteristics of this kind of mystical
experience.

Here is Stace's list of the characteristics of extro-

vertive mysticism.
The
formula
ticism,
through
1.

unifying v1s1on, expressed abstractly by the
"All is One." The One is, in extrovertive mysperceived through the physical senses, in or
the multiplicity of objects.

2. The more concrete apprehension of the One as being
an inner subjectivity in all things, described variously as Life, or consciousness, or a living Presence.
The discovery that nothing is "really" dead.
3. Sense of objectivity or reality.
4. Feeling of blessedness, joy, happiness, satisfaction,
etc.
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5. Feeling that what is apprehended is holy, or sacred,
or divine. This is the quality which gives rise to the
interpretation of the experience as being an experience
of "God.-" It is the specifically religious element in
the experience. It is closely intertwined with, but not
identical with, the previously listed characteristic of
blessedness and joy.
6. Paradoxicality. Another characteristic may be mentioned with reservations, namely,
7. Alleged by mystics to be ineffable, incapable of being
described in words, etc. (Stace, Mysticism, p. 79).
1.

Number one in the above list is essentially just a

restatement of the original distinction that Stace makes between
introvertive and extrovertive mysticism.

To recapitulate briefly,

there are two main points in this distinction:

First, the mystic

does not retreat from the senses, but rather perceives through them
the Oneness of things and his unity with this Oneness; Second; this
unity is seen as being contained in, or as underlying, the plurality
or the multiplicity of things--things are seen as being unified not
by dissolution but by connection.
Perhaps we can get a clearer idea of this idea by using a few
analogies.

The unity with the One that is characteristic of intro-

vertive mysticism can be compared to a sealed bottle of water in the
ocean, an analogy which Alan Watts uses in one of his books.

The

bottle is the individual ego, the ocean is God or Ultimate Consciousness, or Ultimate Reality.

If you break the bottle the water inside

merges with the water outside and there is no longer any way of
distinguishing the two.
or multiplicity.

They are one.

There is no unity in plurality

On the other hand, the union with the One in extro-

vertive mysticism can be thought of like this.

All of the trees,
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plants, and animals in a forest are one in the sense that the nature
and existence of any one plant, tree or animal is ultimately inexplicable except by recourse to a description of the total eco-system
of which they are interrelated parts.

They are one in the sense

that their individual existence is embedded in a larger whole.

The

unity lies in the related, underlying connectedness of the system
itself.

It is the principle or i.nterconnectedness that makes the

system a system.

Without connectedness there is no system, just

chaos.
Another way to look at this principle of interconnectedness
is as follows.

According to Watts' view of mysticism, the universe

is conscious in us, and in turn our consciousness makes the universe
possible. According to this view, the universe is not "out there"
as Newton would have it; rather, this universe, as Kant saw, is
somehow limited to the conditions of consciousness and perception,
and nature is the sum total of the appearances of things as we
represent these things to ourselves in thought
of Pure Reason, p.145).

(Kant, Critique

So the point here is that in extrovertive

mystical experience one reaches the state of union with the multiplicity of things (what Lao Tzu called the ten thousand things) but
this union is felt not in terms of the dissolution of separate
entities but rather in terms of the underlying connectedness of the
parts within the whole.

And, according to this perspective, we

ourselves are the source of this connection.

Since we are literally

extensions of consciousness coming out of the universe and since,
paradoxically, the universe that we can know is also the universe
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that we can experience (rationally or emperically), then extrovertive
mystic experience implies a journey of individual consciousness outward through sensory perception to discover what we ourselves have
determined is possible to discover.

Our discoveries are determined

by the limitations of our faculties of perception and reasoning.
2.

This principle of the necessary interconnectedness of all

things within a given system brings us to the second item in Stace's
list.

The more concretely the extrovertive mystic perceives the

interrelatedness of the system in which he is a conscious part, the
more he feels that nothing in the system can be 11 dead. 11 This 11 alivedead11 dichotomy is simply not part of the mystic's sense of reality.
Instead, the mystic is aware of a higher realm of experience in which
the "alive-dead" dualism is transcended.
this kind of awareness.

Dickey's poetry is full of

In "Sleeping Out at Easter" he felt "All

Presences change into trees" (Dickey, Poems, p. 17).

In "In the

Tree House at Night" he felt the "presence" of his dead brother.
In these and many other poems, Dickey expresses his sense of the
underlying continuity of all life in all forms.

In Dickey's poems,

trees, cattle, rivers, salt marshes, the sun, the moon, and the
stars--all seem to be alive with spiritual force and nothing is
"really" dead.
3.

Stace's third distinction involves the mystic's belief

that what he experiences in the mystic state is real, not an illusion.
In fact, the mystic very often feels that what he experiences in the
mystic state is more real than the everyday world of ordinary perception.

This is because our ordinary experience of the world is
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filtered through our system of prior description.

This prior
11

description blocks direct experience of reality because it subjects
11

our conceptions and our perceiving apparatus to conditions of world
view and acculturation.

Our intuitive view of the world, perhaps
11

11

inherited in large part from the ancient Greeks, precludes our ability to come to experience without filtering that experience through
our previous structure of the world.

In the mystic state such pre-

conceptions are erased and the mystic·experiences reality directly,
and as a unity.

At least this is the mystic claim.

It is interesting

to point out, however (as Rem Edwards does in Reason and Religion,
p. 306h that when the mystic tries to express in words what it is
that he experiences, his account of God or the Cosmic One, almost
always reflects his own cultural or religious background.

As

Edwards points out, Christian mystics do not experience Buddha; they
experience the god of the Christian Bible.
But the main point here is that mystics themselves are convinced that the unifying perception of the world which they experience in mystical vision is based on a direct connection with objective reality; it is not merely an illusion or a form of self-hypnosis.
In the case of James Dickey, an extrovertive mystic, he too
seems to feel that his mystical vision allows him to enter into a
sacred realm of non-ordinary experience that is real.

Dickey's

mystical poems, to be studied later in this thesis, illustrate the
specific ways that Dickey tries to gain entrance into this world of
direct reality.
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4.

Stace's fourth characteristic involves the sense of

"blessedness" or "joy" which accompanies the extrovertive mystic
experience.

This joy seems to be assDciated with an expansion of

consciousne·ss or personal awareness, when the mystic comes to feel
that he is somehow joined in consciousness to the unified totality
of objects in the external world.

In a sense the word "object" is

a misleading term since the subject-objective dichotomy is transcended in mystical experience; and the "objects of the external
world" are seen more as "events" which.derive their existence from
an underlying ground of cosmic unity.

At any rate, the mystic, in

approaching or connecting with this underlying unity of a11 things,
senses a personal expansion of consciousness that often brings with
it great joy, even ecstasy.

Some mystics have even gone so far as

to suggest that while in this state of ecstasy they feel God-like.
Indeed, Meister Eckhart ran into trouble with church authorities for
saying that he "was" God.
Dickey expresses something of this same idea in Self Interviews.
Although not going so far as to claim that he "is" God, he has nevertheless said that when a poem comes out exactly right, with a sense
of ultimate inevitability about it, that it is as though the poem
were "dictated" by a God.

And when this happens, Dickey says that

it (the creation of the poem) constitutes one of the greatest joys
in his life.

But, more to the point, many of his early poems which

deal with the theme of mystical connection, express the sense of
overwhelming joy which Stace identifies with extrovertive mystic
experience.

In "In the Tree House at Night,

11

at the moment of
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mystical connection with his dead brother, the poet says that 11 a
'

shudder of joy 11 runs up the trunk of the tree, and 11 one bird uncontrollably cries. 11 This sense of joy that accompanies mystical connection will be seen more clearly later in this study when particular
poems are examined in detail.
5.

Closely related to the experience of esctasy or joy, is

the feeling that what is being experienced is somehow holy, or
This sense of sacred experience does not automatically

sacred.

entail the concept of a personal God, or the doctrines of a traditional religion.

The experience of extrovertive mysticism can be

sensed as sacred or holy simply in contrast to the ordinary world of
less intense perceptions and feelings.

The main factor in this

sense of the sacred seems to be the factor of connection or unity
with all of life.

The universe, when sensed as total unity in which

the mystic is a part, seems full of awe and accordingly inspires the
mystic with a sense of the sacred and holy.

In terms of Dickey's

work this feeling of having entered a sacred realm is most clearly
evident in 11 The Vegetable King, 11 a poem which wi 11 be examined 1a ter
in Chapter V.

Suffice it to say here that "The Vegetable King 11 is

obviously intended to be an expression of sacred experience.

The

persona in this poem becomes a modern day Osirus, a sacrifical god
whose ritual dismemberment and.death makes possible the process of
resurrection and new birth whereby the cycle of life can continue.
6.

The extrovertive mystical experience, according to Stace,

is characterized by paradoxicality.
universe in a grain of sand.

The mystic can see the whole

He can see the past and the future as
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contained in the present, and so on.

The interesting thing to con-

sider here is that the perceptions of extrovertive mystical experience only seem paradoxical when viewed from the standpoint of ordinary, non-mystical experience.

This is perhaps due to the possibility

that our ordinary experience of the world is conditioned by 11 intuitions11 that have come down to us from the ancient Greeks.

In other

words, the paradoxes of mystical perception seem odd to us because
they violate our inherited intuitions of time, space, and causality.
This does not necessarily mean that mystical paradoxes violate the
way the universe itself operates.
In consideration of the fact that extrovertive mystics experience paradoxicality in their mystic vision, it only makes sense that
they would turn to paradoxical uses of language in their attempts to
communicate what they have experienced in the mystic state.
The same holds true for mystic poets.

James Dickey's early

poetry is full of paradoxical insights and language.

These will be

considered in more detail later, but perhaps one or two brief examples
will serve here to carry the point.

In 11 Into the Stone,

11

Dickey says

11 The moon turns around in the fix/ of its light; its other side
totally shines." The physical setting of this poem is at night, and
the 11 other side 11 of the moon, the side that is not facing the sun,
is dark and there is no way it can shine.

But Dickey is trying to

suggest here the idea that there is a kind of light or knowledge that
can come out of darkness.

This same paradoxical idea occurs in 11 The

Vegetable King, 11 when, at the moment of mystical transformation into
the consciousness of the sacrificial god, the persona says he rises
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11

out of the dark side of the sun.

11

Perhaps the most arresting para-

doxes in Dickey's early poems occur at those instances where he
simultaneously occupies more than one consciousness and more than one
geographical location when he, as the h~nter, becomes the aniraal he
is hunting, looking back at himself as the hunter.
7.

Closely related to the characteristic of paradoxicality

is the notion that extrovertive mystical experience is ineffable,
11

11

i.e., .by its very nature incapable
of being corrmunicated in words.
.
Both Stace and Edwards hasten to poi-nt out that despite this selfdeclared limitation, many mystics go ahead anyway and give lengthy
written descriptions of their mystical experience.

The point, how-

ever, is that extrovertive mystical experience is above all else an
experience of direct feeling, rather than an experience of indirect,
abstract concepts.

And this point may suggest something of the. va 1ue

of poetry, ·in trying to understand the mystical perspective.
Poetry transcends the limits of literal language, even as,
paradoxically, it uses words to do so.
stretching the limits of language:

It achieves this effect by

by employing imagery, metaphor,

paradox, and symbol to suggest and evoke rather than to tell or
explain.

Poetry, like Zen koans, attempts to point directly to

reality by disencumbering·our minds of the kinds of learned conceptual
responses which tell us that the sky is blue and grass is green.

In

other words, poetry by saying things in an entirely new way, leads us
to the possibility of fresh vision and new appreciation of the world
as it can be directly felt, as opposed to the world as it can be
indirectly viewed through abstract categories of thought.
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Dickey's early poetry takes us beyond the realm of ordinary
perception of the world, beyond the realm of conceptual dualisms like
life and death, into a sacred realm of non-ordinary perception in
which conceptual dualisms are resolved in a larger perception of
the underlying unity of humankind and the natural world.

This

underlying unity will be discussed in the next chapter in terms of
the philosophical idea of the inner unity of opposites.

CHAPTER IV
THE INNER UNITY OF OPPOSITES
ln the first part of this chapter, a distinction was drawn
between introvertive and extrovertive mysticism and the suggestion
was made that James Dickey's poetry could be seen as reflecting
Stace's six characteristics of extrovertive mysticism.

This chapter

will deal with another characteristic of mystical perspective, the
assumption of an inner unity of opposites. Although specifically a
characteristic of mystic vision, it is also a philosophical idea
which has had an influence on philosophy and psychology, as well as
mysticism.
The main point or thrust of this ancient idea is that reality
is relational, not absolute--that whatever can be counted as real is
real not in itself as an isolated or independent phenomenon, but is
real by virtue of its temporary location in a system of emerged relationships.

Alan Watts, in The Two Hands of God:

The Myths of Polar-

.i&, gives, as an example of this, the principle of the rainbow phenomenon.

The rainbow comes into existence as an emerged relationship

between moisture, light, and a perceiving observer.
factor and the rainbow no longer exists.

Remove any one

According to Watts this

principle holds true for everything in the universe, including human
beings.
When we try to describe our experience of the world, in
English, we immediately find ourselves in a system of description
the main feature of which is an assumed dualism between polar
32
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opposites.

Words define themselves by their opposites.

opposite of down.

What

site of what is not.

h

Up is the

becomes meaningful as the semantic oppo-

According to the mystical perspective, these

polarities exist in our system of description, not in the universe
itself.

Furthermore, these polarities describe the extreme ends of

related experience, or related concepts; they do not describe phenomena which exist by themselves independent of the system of description which prescribes their conceptual boundaries.

Hence polarities

like love and hate, good and bad, are conceptual categorizations of
the extreme ends of related experience.
our way of conceptualizing them.

What makes them related is

The relationship is in our system

of description, not in the things or phenomena themselves.

We do

not perceive reality directly; we construct it in our minds and the
way we construct it determines what we are capable of experiencing.
This is not to imply that one occurs before the other.

Our structure

of the world and our experience of it emerge together as mutually
related, according to Kant.

Since our way of constructing the world

is directly linked to the structure of language we use, we have often
come to confuse our system of descr.iption with reality itself (as
Susane Langer pointed out in Philosophy in a New Key).
To understand the principle or idea of the inner unity of
opposites is to see through the illusory nature of things--as they
are represented by language to exist as static objects rather than
as interrelated.

For example, in English, "tree" is grammatically

designated as a noun rather than as a verb, and trees are regarded
as static objects, rather than changing processes.

And we think
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dualistically of the tree as being either alive or dead.

The problem

with this kind of thinking becomes readily apparent if we ask ourselves at what point does the tree become alive and at what point
11

does it become dead.
11

11

11

11

11

If we try to trace the life cycle of an oak

tree from an acorn to maturity we come to see the dualistic nature of
the alive-dead dichotomy.
11

What we conceptualize as the birth or
11

11

death of the tree may be a convention of thought; the tree itself
11

may not be alive or dead as an independently existing phenomenon; its
existence may be inseparable from the larger system of relationships
which constitutes the eco-system of the forest.

The tree may
11

11

ultimately be a system of relationships; and this system contains
subsystems even :as it itself is a subsystem of a larger framework of
relationships.

(Arthur Koestler in Janus has explained this idea of

the holon in comprehensive detail.)
11

11

When we say a tree is "dead"

what we are really saying is that the tree, as a process of energy,
has reached a certain point of change which we have decided to call
11

death in order to accommodate the .conditions of our dual is tic per11

ception.

The tree itself has no beginning or ending except as we

ourselves fix such limits in our way of thinking about the tree--in
our concept of it and the linguistic system of description in which
our concept is embedded.

Polarities like life and death may not

exist apart from the unified system in which they are embedded.
If we can see the real nature of conceptual polarities, if we
can see them not as absolute dichotomies, but rather as the related
poles of a unified system of thought or experience, then a whole new
world of meaning may open before us.

We can then see, for example,
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that the purpose of polarity is not to point up the extremes of
unrelated experience but rather to point up the underlying ground of
unity which makes experience possible.

Consequently, such polarities

as life and death become understood as similar to the positive and
negative charges of a car battery.

With regard to energy they define

the limits of exchange in a given system of conceptualization.

Just

as the system of energy in a car battery is activated through the
process of polarization, so too do systems of thought and experience
come into existence as a result of conceptual polarization; but this
polarization must be understood in terms of its inner unity, not in
terms of absolute or unrelated oppositions.
Regarding this relationship between the inner unity of opposites and the possibility of a balanced world view, Alan Watts has
made an interesting and enlightening comparison between Christianity
and Hinduism.

Speaking of the Brihadaranyaka, one of the oldest of

the Upanishadic interpretations of the Vedas

11

in which the theme of

unity-in-duality is already prominent (The Two Hands of God, p. 78),
11

Watts makes the following points.

In the Brihadaranyaka

Beginning and end, birth and death, manifestation and
withdrawal always imply each other. In Western--that is,
Judaic and Christian--imagery there has generally been a
tendency to overlook this mutuality and to see each life
and the creation itself as unique--as a beginning, and
then as end which does not imply another beginning. Our
world is linear, and the course of time is very strictly
a one-way street. Nature is a clockwork mechanism which
does not wind itself up in the process of running down.
In Western religion and physics alike we tend to think
of all energy as expenditure and evaporation. There is
no hope for a renewal of life beyond the end unless the
supernatural Creator, by an act of special grace winds
things up again.
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But the Indian view of time is cyclic. If birth implies
death, death implies birth, and likewise the destruction of
the world implies its recreation. The Western images are
thus essentially tragic. Nature is a fall and its goal is
death. There is no necessity for anything to happen beyond
the end: only divine grace, operating outside the sphere
of necessity, can redeem and restore the world. But the
Indian imagery makes the world-drama a comedy--a sport or
lila in which all endings are the implicit promise of
beginnings.
According to Watts, this world view accepts death as a natural
part of the dynamic cycle of the life process.

(This idea is neatly

suggested in James Dickey's poem, "The Heaven of Animals," which will
be examined in the next chapter.)

In contrast to the Indian world

view, which recognizes in nature the necessity of death as the other
side of life, there is the Christian world view which attempts to
explain things in terms of ultimate dualisms.

In orthodox Chris-

tianity, God and the devil, good and evil, are not viewed as related
polarities but rather as irreconciliable oppositions.

And the goal

of Christian aspirations is not to find a harmonious point of balance
between the extremes of human·experience but rather to assert a final
victory of one pole over another:

In the end God will prevail over

the devil, good will prevail over evil, and life will prevail over
death (in "heaven").

Through the supernatural intervention of God

the chain of natural polarities will be broken.

11

11

The devil and his

followers will be sent to hell forever and the followers of Christ
wi 11 go to paradise, an Eden in the sky, where they wi 11 be eternally
free both from death and the necessity of moral choice.

According to

Alan ·watts, most sensitive, thinking people have trouble accepting
this artificial answer to the problem of dualism:
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For some reason profound and sensitive people are never
content with such clear and drastic solutions to the problem
of duality as that which is proposed in popular Christian
orthodoxy: that the final goal of existence is the everlasting reward and perpetuation of goodness to the total
exclusion of evil, and the everlasting punishment or annihilation of its perpetrators. This solution arouses the
same sort of intuitive disquiet as all other forms of metaphysical dualism in that it leaves us with a picture of the
world which, because it contains an element which is not
integrated, fails to make sense as a whole.
Watts feels that in order to see the world whole, one must
see through the illusory nature of hard and fast final oppositions,
and find the inner unity which alone is real.
This idea that inner unity alone is what is real
11

11

is a subtle

idea, one that is difficult (at least to this writer) to fully grasp;
and perhaps it would be well to end this present chapter with an
attempt to explain the idea in a little more detail.
Nature and the universe herself are beyond all linguistic
oppositions.

Dualisms like life and death, right and wrong, being

and not being, self and 0ther --these are abstract concepts which we
11

11

employ in our linguistic description of the world.

If in our thinking,

we come to believe that such oppositions really exist in the world
then we are under the illusion (maya) of separateness as a characteristic distinction of reality.

If on the other hand, we can realize

that such dualisms are related opposites in our system of thinking
and the purpose of these conceptual polarizations is to help us to
intelligibly organize our experience, then we attendantly gain a key
to the understanding of reality and the universe.

The key lies in

being able to see the underlying connectedness of things.

By seeing

how the underlying connectedness of polar opposites is what gives
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coherence and meaning to perceptual experience, then we can go one
step further and say that this underlying principle of connectedness
is also what gives reality or the universe its coherence, its meaning.

Our ability to see the underlying connectedness in abstract

systems of conceptual polarizations is the same ability that allows
us to see the underlying connectedness of things in the natural world.
The natural world exists as an ever changing composite of interrelated
systems of energy the

"cosmic web,

11

the "Dance of Shiva, etc.
11

This

world itself is not divided into dualisms such as birth and death, but
by seeing the underlying unity of such dualisms in our patterns of
thought, we can also see the underlying unity of the natural world-not as this unity is manifested in two-ended polarities, but as this
unity is manifested in interconnected systems of energy extending
everywhere in all directions at once.

The understanding of concep-

tual polarizations leads naturally to greater understanding of interrelated energy systems.

To understand the nature of a pendulum as it

swings back and forth, its starting and stopping points defining its
range of motion, is to begin also to understand the nature of an
"expanding economy," as its system of interconnected relationships
define the limits of its growth and decline.

In this analogy the

pendulum represents the system of conceptual polarization which
characterizes ordinary thought.

The "expanding economy" represents

the ever-changing composite of interrelated systems which we call
reality, the universe, or the world, as it is now unfolding.
As agents of conscious thought we are the universe thinking
about itself.

To see the world whole is to recognize that the
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principle of connectedness which underlies or prescribes the ground
of unity in our abstract systems of conceptual polarization is a
minor version of the same principle of connectedness that underlies
the ground of unity for all systems of energy in the universe, as
these systems interconnect and extend in all directions everywhere
at once, now.
The personal realization of this principle of ultimate connection is what constitutes the basic characteristic of extrovertive
mysticism which was discussed earlier.in this chapter.

James Dickey

has often stated that his goal both as a man and as a poet is to
develop a sense of wholeness with regard to his perception of and
relationship to the natural world.

He wants to develop a wholeness

of vision in order, as he says, to see the world as he "knows it must
be.

11

He believes that beyond the realm of conceptual dualisms, beyond

the fragmented world of modern man in conflict with himself, there is
another world, a world of intensified personal connection between man
and God, between self and 0ther,
11

11

between man and the natural forms

of earth and sky.
The next chapter will examine some of the poems which reflect
Dickey's quest for unifying connection with nature--poems which
reflect the characteristics of the extrovertive mystic as he searches
for the inner unity of opposites in the great cycles of birth and
death in nature, and as he searches for his, own·sense of unified
connection with these cyclic processes.

CHAPTER V
CONNECTION WITH NATURE
The previous chapter presented an overview of extrovertive
mysticism and a discussion of the Inner Unity of Opposites as a
philosophical idea.

The present chapter will examine certain of

Dickey's poems which reflect these characteristics of mysticism, in
the context of the poet's relationship to nature--poems which deal
with his relationship to the natural world of plants and animals,
rivers and stars.
Before beginning this examination, a conment of caution is
in order regarding the separation of Dickey s early work into poems
1

about nature and poems about people.

The separation is to facilitate

the process of analysis only; it is not meant to imply that there is
a real or final separation in Dickey 1 s vision, between connection with
people and connection with the natural world:

one leads into the

other and many of Dickey s poems involve both kinds of connection
1

simultaneously.
In Dickey s scheme of things, we cannot really leave the
1

natural world in any ultimate sense, because we carry a part of it
within us, regardless of the fact that science and technology have
altered our perceptions of nature and separated us in our style of
living from close spiritual contact with the natural rhythms of
earth and sky.

The natural world remains within us, in that other

half of ourselves, the other within which Dickey has described as
11

11

11

half-dreaming, half-animal,

11

and fundamentally primitive
11
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11

(Dickey,
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Self Interviews, pp. 68-69).

This other half of ourselves emerges

when the rational intellect is held in check.

It emerges in our own

surrealistic dreams, in moments of sudden violence, in the passionate
intensity of love, in our own deep longings for connection with something that will give our lives meaning and that will rob the grave of
its terrors.

Dickey believes that we should stay in contact with

this other half of ourselves and that we should try to connect,
through it, with the original source of our existence:

the great

natural world of rivers and trees, animals and sky and sea, the
natural world of unified changes.

Otherwise, we tend to lose our

"personal relationship" to the universe, and with it our sense of
i.ts great mystery and awe.

And the crucial point here is this:

In

Dickey's poetic vision, mystical union between the primitive Self
and the natural world automatically opens the door to union with the
11

other 11 in human relationships.

Thus Dickey's poem about 11 nature 11

and his poems about 11 people 11 are not really separable in any final
way.

Mystical union with the 11 other 11 in the natural world, with the

"other" in human relationships, and with the "other" within, are all
variations in directions of focus, not variations in the nature of
the experience of mystical unity itself.
In "The Vegetable King, 11 the first poem under consideration
here, there is a direct connection between the renewal of spirit found
in the persona's union with nature, and the renewal of love and commitment which the persona experiences--at the end of the poem--with
his wife and children.

Here is the poem.
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The Vegetable King"

Just after the sun
has closed, I swing the fresh paint of the door
And have opened the new, green dark.
From my house and my silent folk
I step, and lay me in ritual down.
One night each April
I unroll the musty sleeping-bag
And beat from it a cloud of sleeping moths.
I leave the house, which leaves
Its window-light on the ground
In gold frames picturing grass,
And lie in the unconsecrated grove
Of small, suburban pines,
And never move, as the ground not ever shall move,
Remembering, remembering to feel
The still earth turn my house around the sun
Where all is dark, unhoped-for, and undone.
I cannot sleep until the lights are out,
And the lights of the house of grass, also,
Snap off, from underground.
Beneath the gods and animals of Heaven,
Mismade inspiringly, like them
I fall to a colored sleep
Enveloping the house, or coming out
Of the dark side of the sun,
And begin to believe a dream
I never once have had,
Of being part of the acclaimed rebirth
Of the ruined, calm world, in spring,
When the drowned god and the dreamed-of sun
Unite, to bring the red, the blue,
The common yellow flower out of earth
Of the tended and untended garden: when the chosen man,
Hacked apart in the growing cold
Of the year, by the whole of mindless nature is assembled
From the trembling, untroubled river.
I believe I become that man, become
As bloodless as a god, within the water,
Who yet returns to walk a woman's rooms
Where flowers on the mantel-piece are those
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Bought by his death. A warm wind springs
From the curtains. Blue china and milk on the table
Are mild, convincing, and strange.
At that time it is light,
And, as·my eyelid lifts
An instant before-the other, the last stay is withdrawn
Alive, from its fiery fable.
I would not think to move,
Nor cry, "I live," just yet,
Nor shake the twinkling horsehair of my head,
Nor rise, nor shine, nor live
With any but the slant, green, mummied light
And wintry, bell-swung undergloom of waters
Wherethrough my severed head has prophesied
For the silent daffodil and righteous
Leaf, and now has told the truth.
This is the time foresaid, when I must enter
The waking house, and return to a human love
Cherished on faith through winter:
That time when I in the night
Of water lay, with sparkling animals of light
And distance made, with gods
Which move through Heaven only as the spheres
Are moved: by music, music.
Mother, son, and wife
who live with me: I am in death
And waking. Give me the looks that recall me.
None knows why you have waited
In the cold, thin house for winter
To turn the inmost sunlight green
And blue and red with life,
But it must be so, since you have set
These flowers upon the table, and milk for him
Who, recurring in this body, bears you home
Magnificant pardon, and dread, impending crime.
In this incredibly beautiful poem about isolation and connection, Dickey takes the ancient Egyptian myth of Osiris--in which
a human was sacrifically dismembered (''hacked apart") and drowned
each spring as part of a fertility rite--and recasts the myth in a
modern setting.

Although Dickey's intellectual acquaintance with
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the myth was by way of Eliot's The Wasteland and Frazier's The Golden
Bough (Dickey, Self Interviews, p. 90), his experience of the myth's
meaning is in terms of his own individual relationship to nature and
family.

Although in the Egyptian myth, the drowning of the sacri11

11

ficial God was interpreted in terms of fertility, the literal rejuvenation of the earth and the return of good crops in the spring, in
Dickey's treatment of the myth another dimension is perceivable.
This dimension can be interpreted as having to do with the change of
perception, or the change·of consciousness that occurs within the
sacrificial God himself.

The sacrificial

11

victim becomes a God by
11

undergoing a metamorphosis of personal identity.

In this process

of metamorphosis the victim, an ordinary man or woman, leaves
11

11

behind the safe world of the rational intellect and enters the
depths, the dark waters, of non-ordinary reality in order to establish a deep and sacred connection with the other.
11

11

This other can
11

11

be variously described as God, Ultimate Reality, the Universal Self,
the deep Self which is also God, the primitive source of all life,
etc.

Regardless of what it is called, the point here is that Dickey

is using the Osiris myth not only in connection with fertility rites
in nature, but also as a kind of fertility rite of the individual
spirit, a rite which involves the persona's transformation of consciousness.

As we go into an analysis of The Vegetable King,
11

the

11

nature of this transformation will be treated in more detail.
The poem opens with an exit:

the persona steps through the

freshly painted door of his house, goes into the grove of small
suburban pines and begins the ritual of surrender to the other
11

11
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within himself and the other in the natural world of trees and
11

stars.
here:

11

There is definitely a tone or suggestion of ritual exodus
The sun closed,
11

11

the day, sealing off as it were the possi-

bility of ordinary, daylight vision, and the persona leaves behind
his family, his "silent folk,

11

to lay himself in ritual down" amidst
11

the dark richness of the night of trees and stars.

In a real sense,

the persona is leaving behind the ordinary world of daylight, family,
and his house with the freshly painted door, to enter another house,
the sacred house or cathedral of the natural world.

Within a suburban

setting, the persona is duplicating an.ancient religious tradition,
the tradition Christ followed when he went into the wilderness for
40 days and 40 nights to reunite with the divinity within himself.
It is significant that the persona's ritual entrance into the
natural world is repeated every spring, specifically in April.
April is the month of seasonal rejuvenation in nature, a pivotal
point between death and resurrection, the time between the death of
winter and the full life flow of summer.

For Dickey, it is a time

to have his persona renew his sense of mystical oneness with nature,
and in the process, be reborn in spir1t.
By the time the persona in the poem lays himself down in
ritual expectation of spiritual renewal, the following dramatic oppositions have been established:

First, there is opposition between

day and night, the day being associated in.the context of this poem
with the ordinary world of waking consciousness, the night being,
by contrast, associated withtne non-ordinary world of religious
ritual and mystery.

Darkness, in one form or another, is often
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used by Dickey to suggest the mysterious forces of the imagination
that spring from the inner recesses of consciousness. Also we have
the contrast or opposition between togetherness with others (the
family connection) and solitude.

And, of course, there is the sig-

nificant opposition or dualism between the man-made world (the suburban house with its painted door and artificial lights) and the natural
or God made" world (the pine grove with the light from the stars, the
11

"Gods and animals of heaven").

And it is significant in regard to

this last category of contrast, that the lights from the house must
go out before the persona can fully enter into his ritualistic vision,
the "colored sleep" in which he establishes his connection with the
regenerative forces of nature.

These categories of opposition do not

obtain, of course, in any absolute sense.

They are oppositions not

of unrelated poles but of complementary contrast.
As he enters the mystical world of transcended dualisms, he
leaves behind his ordinary perception of the world, the perception
of the illusory ego as it fixes itself within the context of linear
time and space.

And in leaving behind this old perception of the

world, he begins to awake in a new location of consciousness.
11

11

He

finds himself motionless, in unitary consciousness at the center of
the world--at what T. S. Eliot has called the still point of the
turning world.
In this dizzying vision of turning stillness he is at the
same point of spiritual awareness as Eckhart when Eckhart stated
that he had become God.

At this non~rational location, at the

motionless center of the world's consciousness, the persona's
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experience is naturally evoked through the employment of paradox,
the only tool the mystic has in trying to suggest in words what can
only be experienced in the world beyond words. The earth, as both
the literal location of the persona's body and the spiritual location
of the persona 1 s awareness, is 11 still 11 even as it 11 turns 11 his house
around the sun.

And when the persona emerges in full mystic aware-

ness, he does so by 11 falling 11 into a 11 colored 11 sleep, and 11 coming out 11
in new awareness on 11 the dark side of the sun.

11

The quality of color
11

11

seems to suggest a degree of intensit_y in mystical experience as
opposed to the black and white 11 world of ordinary working percep11

tions.

At this point, one of the circles in the poem has been com-

pleted, one of the paradoxes resolved, if we recall that at the
beginning of the poem the sun was seen as closing 11 the daylight
11

world of ordinary perception, and here the sun is seen as 11 opening

11

from its 11 dark side" the world of ultimate light, light which is not
defined by its opposition with darkness but rather by its connection
with inner vision.
Within this new world, this vision of ultimate light, the
persona begins his journey toward 11 the acclaimed rebirth 11 of the
11

ruined world.
11

He begins the journey of spirit wherein he will find

his ultimate identity as the sacrificial God, the "Vegetable King 11
whose ritualistic death and rebirth form the symbolic link, the
"inner unity" between man and the natural world.
In dreaming of being part of the process whereby the "drowned
11

11

god 11 and the "dreamed-of sun 11 are united, the persona actually experiences himself as the human God whose sacrifice constitutes the
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necessary connection in the natural cycles of birth and death.

The

sacrifice here is a sacrifice of consciousness.
The persona sacrifices the consciousness of himself as an
individual man in order to take on a new consciousness of himself as
an extension of the natural world.

He becomes the sacrificial God,

the "chosen man/ Hacked apart in the growing cold/ of the year • . .

11

and by losing his "individual mind" (or ego) he is able to get into
the "whole of mindless nature." Through identification with the
consciousness of the natural world, he becomes whole.
11

He is

assembled from the trembling but "untroubled river" of his own
11

sacrificial death.

11

11

His death has involved the exchange of one kind

of consciousness, one kind of perception, for another.

He has in

ritual self sacrifice left behind the human world--his family, his
house with artificial lights, his ordinary form of waking perception-and has entered into the other world of natural form--the pine grove,
the "lights of the house of grass," the "colored dream" of nonordinary perception and consciousness.

In this other world he has

entered the waters of baptism, has drowned his waking consciousness
in order to establish in another kind of consciousness in which
he is aware of a mystical connection with cosmic order, "the
gods and animals of Heaven."

In his state of mystical trance he

abolishes the conceptual dualisms between birth and death, and
between the world of man and the world of natural forms.

He becomes

a unifying consciousness which holds all things together in a perception of their essential oneness.
final or unrelated polarity.

Birth and death are not fixed in

They complement each other in a circle
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of life process.

Nor is man to be understood as set apart in dual-

istic opposition from the great natural world out of which he emerges
as one kind of self conscious form ..

In the persona's mystical union

with the natural world, he is able to experience directly the mythical metamorphosis of Osirus, the process of change whereby the
natural cycles of birth and death are brought together in a vision
of transcendental unity.
At the end of the poem, the "chosen man" returns from his ri tua 1
resurrection, feeling that his sacrifice as "The Vegetable King" constitutes a necessary link in the cyclic pattern of life.

He is hesi-

tant at first to leave the other world, the "colored sleep" in which
he received his vision of wholeness, but he realizes that he must
return, as the spring itself must return each year, to fulfill the
demands of his own prophetic vision:

"This is the time foresaid,

when I must enter/ the waking house, and return to a human love •.
The poem ends in an atmosphere of love and family connection-flowers are on the table and milk is prepared for the returning husband--and yet at the very last there is a note of harshness and
paradox.

The husband has returned from a mystical vision of the

inner unity between the opposite poles of birth and death in nature;
he dreamed that he himself became the sacrificial •God whose ritual
death constituted the mystical link in this unity; and the whole
process of transformation in this vision entailed a sacrifice of
consciousness on his part; he had to "lose himself to find himself,"
give up one life, one mode of consciousness in order to attain
another; and returning from his vision he feels that he bears home

II

so
to his family both "magnificent pardon," and "dread, impending crime.
Dickey himself has interpreted these closing lines thus:

11

The dl"ead,
11

impending crime, 11 is "his own ritual murder/' and the 11 pardon 11 is his
resurrection.

."Or so I intended it, anyway" (Oickey, Self Interviews,

p. 90).

What we have here are two possibilities occurring simultaneously. At one level of interpretation, the persona, in associating
himself with the "Vegetable King,

11

realizes that his "ritual murder,"

the "dread impending crime, 11 is one that must be ritualistically
repeated to insure the rejuvenation of .1 i fe.

The 11 pardon 11 refers to

his resurrection, the fact that he has escaped from the other world,
been "pardoned" from death, so to speak.
Another possibility is this.

Dickey could be suggesting that

all of us need from time to time to renew our sense of intimacy with
the natural world.

Perhaps he is suggesting that we need to go back

to our sources, get in touch with that other half of ourselves, the
non-rational, primitive, intuitive Self, in order to be made whole,
so that we can then return to ordinary, everyday life with a renewed
sense of vitality and love, with a renewed sense of the ultimate
beauty and mystery of the life process in which we are embedded as
forms of conscious energy.

From this perspective we can view Dickey's

poem as the symbolic journey of everyman, the journey that all of us
must make, in one way or another, in order to transcend the world of
conceptual dualism and reestablish a sense of unity and wholeness
with the universe in which we live.

The "magnificent pardon" and

"dread impending crime" can be seen as terms which Dickey uses to
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dramatically illustrate the sacred seriousness of the process.

One

loses oneself in the death of ordinary consciousness, returns from
this death in magnificent pardon, only to willingly offer oneself
11

11

again and again to the ritual self murder of the ego.

By temporarily

letting go of the ego, one can enter the consciousness of the
"Vegetable King" and see in the inner unity of opposites the underlying continuity of life which transcends the conceptual polarization
of life and death, animal world and human world.
The mystical transcending of the life-death dualism can also be
seen in "The Heaven of Animals," the next poem under consideration.
"The Heaven of Animals"
Here they are. The soft eyes open.
If they have lived in a wood
It is a wood.
If they have lived on plains
It is grass rolling
Under their feet forever.
Having no souls, they have come,
Anyway, beyond their knowing.
Their instincts wholly bloom
And they rise.
The soft eyes open.
To match them, the landscape flowers,
Outdoing, desperately
Outdoing what is required:
The richest wood,
The deepest field.
For some of these,
It could not be the place
It is, without blood.
These hunt, as they have done,
But with claws and teeth grown perfect,
More deadly than they can believe.
They stalk more silently,
And crouch on the limbs of trees,
And their descent
Upon the bright backs of their prey
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May take years
In a sovereign floating of joy.
And those that are hunted
Know this as their life,
Their reward: to walk
Under such trees in full knowledge
Of what is in glory above them,
And to feel no fear,
But acceptance, compliance.
Fulfilling themselves without pain
At the cycle's center,
They tremble, they walk
Under the tree,
They fall, they are torn,
They rise, they walk again.
This poem must be understood on the level of metaphor, not
on the level of a literal description of the "happy hunting ground"
afterlife of soul-less animals.

One measure of the effectiveness

of a metaphor, however, is the vividness of imagery and the beauty
of the language in which the metaphor is embedded.

The poem opens

with a series of statements that are slow measured, graceful, and
beautiful in their simplicity.
Here they are. The soft eyes open.
If they have lived in a wood
It is a wood.
If they have lived on plains
It is grass rolling
Under their feet forever.
The idea of heaven is suggested here in terms of order and harmony
between animals and their natural environment.
where rewards match needs forever.

Heaven is the place

It is a place of "realized

instinct" rather than a place of knowing or a place of the soul:
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Having no souls, they have come,
Anyway, beyond their knowing.
Their instincts wholly boom
And they rise.
The soft eyes open.
This second stanza plays off the medieval church doctrine which
argued that animals were without souls.

But souls, as forms of

individuated consciousness, are not required for the "heaven of
animals." They can come anyway, "beyond their knowing," and they
are resurrected on the basis of the full realization of instincts.
Their instincts wholly bloom
And they rise.
The key phrase here, "their instincts wholly bloom," suggests Dickey's
underlying philosophical idea, the idea that resurrection implies a
certain quality of wholeness that cannot be attained without a consideration of the role of instinct.

Dickey has said, in Self Inter-

views, that what he wants more than anything else in his life and art
is a sense of wholeness.

He has also said that he feels that in

order to be made whole we have to get in touch with that other half
of ourselves that is "fundamentally primitive," or instinctual.

Put

these factors of concern together and the poem under consideration
here begins to reveal its metaphorical dimensions.

What we have here

is not just a poem in which Dickey projects his notions of an afterlife for animals; rather, we have here a metaphor of what, for Dickey,
constitutes "heaven" or the state of enlightenment for the human
animal.

Heaven is a place where our instincts can "wholly bloom"

in an environment, the features of which most naturally and most
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intensely match the needs of those instincts.

This environment is
11

11

not to be limited in its range of association with the merely physical
world of trees and plants, wood and."plain.
11

11

11

The environment is
11

11

also a place of vision, a place of consciousness.

For without a

certain kind of consciousness, and a certain kind of visionary perception of the natural world, we would not be able to fit
11

11

into it.

This environment of the mind involves an acceptance of violence and
death as part of the natural order, part of the natural cycle of
life:
For some.of these
It could not be the place
It is, without blood.
It also involves a realization that birth and death are the extreme
ends of the related experience of life.
without the other.

Neither extreme is possible

And neither extreme is final or ultimate.

It is

the cyclic process itself that is ultimate, the system of unified
changes which we call nature, and in which we ourselves are embedded
as living creatures.

Birth and death, moments of violence in which

the hunter slays the hunted only to be slain in turn by another
animal or the ravages of age and time, or moments of calm, peaceful
beauty when a new life-enters the world--these moments of birth or
death, violence or calm, are not real in any ultimate sense any more
than a rainbow is real as an independent physical phenomenon.

A

rainbow comes into existence as a system of ~merged relationships
only.

A rainbow is, ultimately, nothing more than an emerged rela-

tionship between light, moisture and observer.

Remove any one factor
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and the rainbow no longer exists.

This principle is true of every-

thing in the universe--from subatomic particles to inter-stellar
galaxies, to human beings.

According to the mystical perspective

under consideration here, nothing is real if considered by itself
as an independent reality.

(On the other hand, everything is real

if considered in the opposite light.) And since nothing is real in
independent isolation, nothing can ever really die
11

possible.

11 ;

change only is

This is the mystical paradox that informs the meaning of

Dickey's poem.

"Heaven," "enlightenment," or sartori
11

11

comes to us

at those times, fleeting or enduring, when we realize that there is
no time other than the now-always present, and that we exist in this
present only as a conscious point of connection_ in an ever expanding
system of interrelated parts.
tell us the same thing:

If the rainbow could speak it would

I am here always in the possibility of

repeatable relationships between light, moisture, and observing
consciousness.

So, too, do we become "real" when God or "the
11

11

universe" thinks us in a unique system of organic, chemical and
social relationships.

Coming to understand this, we experience the

"heaven of animals," as the place where death is slain forever:
11

11

at "the cycle's center," we fall, we are torn, we rise, we walk
again.

When we view the poem from this perspective, we begin to

understand that the "hunters" in the poem, those that stalk "with
claws and teeth grown perfect," and the hunted,
11

under the trees of the hunters

11

11

those that walk

in full knowledge/ Of what is in

glory above them" are really beings ultimately inseparable from one
another.

The hunter and the hunted are two aspects of the same
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cycle of consciousness.
11

The hunted realize with full knowledge"
11

what is in glory above them because it is themselves, in another
11

form, that they recogni ze--just as we. recognize in ourselves the
opposite extremes of related experience, or related emotions:

hate

as the other side of love, despair as the other side of hope, and so
on.

In this poem the polar opposites of birth and death, hunted and

hunter, are again resolved in the poem's mystical vision of the inner
unity of opposites, the inner unity being contained in the ongoing
cycle of life itself.

In this cycle, and the poet's vision of it,

conceptual dualisms are understood as having no independent existence;
dualisms like birth and death, pleasure and pain, self and other,
are as temporary and ephemeral in themselves as a rainbow is without
the system of relationships which define its possibility.

The animals

in "The Heaven of Animals" are symbolic representations of states of
consciousness within a man or woman of balanced vision.

"The Heaven

of Animals" is comparable to the Bhagav~dgita in that neither of these
works are very palatable to the modern taste if interpreted in any
kind of literal way.

If, for example, you interpret Lord Krisna's

advice literally, in the Bhagavadgita, then the whole thing sounds
like a justification of the slaughter of one's kinsmen.

If on the

other hand you take the war as representing conflicting factions of
consciousness, then the work's meaning can be elevated to a higher
plane of philosophic regard.
In "The Vegetable King,

So too with Dickey's poem.
11

and in "The Heaven of Animals,"

Dickey's mystical vision of the inner unity of opposites involved a
resolution of the birth and death polarities that exist in our
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ordinary conceptualization of nature.

The persona discovered this

resolution of opposites within his own mystical experience of the
consciousness of a fertility god who became the link, the inner
unity, between the birth and death polarities of primitive religious
ritual.

In "The Heaven of Animals" we saw how Dickey found the

inner unity of opposites that exist in the cycles of birth and death
with regard to the hunter and the hunted in the animal world; furthermore, the suggestion was made as to how this state of balanced harmony
between hunter and hunted could stand as a metaphor for the state of
"heaven" or "enlightenment" in the human animal:

when a wholeness

of vision balances the warring factions of a fragmented consciousness.

In the next poem under consideration, "The Salt Marsh," we

get into a poem which deals specifically with the poet's relationship
to plant life, within the context of the same kind of mystical oneness with self and nature.
"The Salt Marsh"
Once you have let the first blade
Spring back behind you
To the way it has always been,
You no longer know where you are.
All you can see are the tall
Stalks of sawgrass, not sawing,
But each of them holding its tip
Exactly at the level where your hair
Begins to grow from your forehead.
Wherever you come to is
The same as before,
With the same blades of oversized grass,
And wherever you stop, the one
Blade just in front of you leans,
That one only, and touches you
At the place where your hair begins
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To grow; at that predestined touch
Your spine tingles crystally, like salt,
And the image of a crane occurs,
Each flap of its wings creating
Its feathers anew, this time whiter,
As the sun destroys all points
Of the compass, refusing to move
From its chosen noon.
Where is the place you have come from
With your buried steps full of new roots?
You cannot leap up to look out,
Yet you do not sink,
But seem to grow, and the sound,
The oldest of sounds, is your breath
Sighing like acres.
If you stand as you are for long,
Green panic may finally give
Way to another sensation,
For when the embodying wind
Rises, the grasses begin to weave
A little, then all together,
Not bending enough for you
To see your way clear of the swaying,
But moving just the same,
And nothing prevents your bending
With them, helping their wave
Upon wave upon wave upon wave
By not opposing,
By willing your supple inclusion
Among fields without promise of harvest,
In -their marvelous, spiritual walking
Everywhere, anywhere.
According to Dickey this poem is based on an actual experience:
he really did get lost once in a salt marsh near Darien, Georgia
(as he tells us in Self Interviews).

Central to the mystical vision

under consideration in this study is the notion that you have to
find yourself to lose yourself.

This idea has an interesting philo-

sophical and religious background against which Dickey's poem is set.·
In the Judea-Christian tradition, this notion of losing one's life
to find it begins with the Adam and Eve myth and emerges again in
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the New Testament.
kind,

11

Adam and Eve, as the symbolic parents of human-

lose 11 their state of natural innocence to in turn 11 find 11

themselves in a new human condition which involves moral choice
between good and evil.

This process of self knowledge (which Lovejoy

calls the 11 Fortunate Fal1 11 ) comes around full circle in the New
Testament when Christian aspirants are admonished to lose their old
life in the world of sin to find new life in the redemptive sacrifice
of Christ.
In the dark corridors of l9th century Gothic. Romanticism
we find that self knowledge comes through not only risking divine
disapproval, but more importantly perhaps, by risking one's own identity in the social order of the times.

Thus the theme of the outcast

which began with the Adam and Eve myth reemerges as the tradition of
Byronic hero in 19th century literature.

But the central issue, the

central point of focus in all these manifestations of the idea under
consideration here, is the issue of 11 getting lost. 11 This is always
the point at which one begins the journey toward knowledge of self.
This theme of 11 getting lost 11 was seen in 11 The Vegetable King, 11
where the persona lost his awareness of himself as a man in linear
time and ordinary space, to find a new awareness of himself as a
sacrificial God in the timeless realm of mythical space.

In 11 The

Salt Marsh, 11 the persona's identity change is described in terms of
a literal scene painted with the same kind of graphic detail that
characterized the literal scene in 11 The Heaven of Animals. 11 Again,
however, to get at the heart of the poem we have to go beyond the
literal description to find and explore the metaphysical overtones.
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Once one leaves civilization behind, once one leaves behind,
in a sense, the world of science and the rational intellect, and
enters into the timeless element of the natural world
oneself quickly disoriented:
Once you have let the first blade
Spring back behind you
To the way it has always been,
You no longer know where you are.
The phrase, "the way it has always been," suggests the opposition between man as busy intruder, and nature as self-contained and
eternal--the way it has always been before man's intrusion with all
his instruments of measure and control.

The paradox at the beginning

of this poen is that, as Socrates said, "confusion is the beginning
of wisdom," and when you reach the place in your life where you "no
longer know where you are, you have reached the place where you can
11

then take the first steps toward authentic self-knowledge.

To put

the idea in the language of Carlos Castaneda, you must begin the
process of knowledge by first "erasing your personal history."
It is at this point, in the context of the poem, that the persona
first begins to feel the touch of nature upon his being:

a blade of

sawgrass, as an extension, or a form of conmunication from the
natural world, touches the persona where he needs to be touched, in
the head, and
. • . at that predestined touch
Your spine tingles crystally, like salt,
And the image of a crane occurs,
Each flap of its wings creating
Its feathers anew, this time whiter,
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As the sun destroys all points
Of the compass, • . . .
Here is the point of beginning in the process of mystical transformation.

The persona is touched and in the process gains a vision
11

11

of his own transcendent nature as it arises in the imaginative connection with the white crane {rather than a dove, since the physical
setting is a salt marsh.

But the association is the same in nature

as when, in the New Testament, a dove stands as the symbolic form of
peace and the Holy Spirit).

At this moment of connection, the sun

"destroys all points/ Of the compass, .••
contact with his sense of former place:
come from •.

11

11

and the persona loses

"Where is the place you have

He has become, in effect, significantly lost.

It

is a significant loss because through it he begins to gain a new
sense of identity with the natural world:
If you stand as you are for long,
Green panic may finally give
Way to another sensation,
• the grasses begin to weave
And nothing prevents your bending
With them, helping their wave
Upoh wave upon wave upon wave
By not opposing,
By willing your supple inclusion
In their marvelous spiritual walking
Everywhere, anywhere.
The phrase by not opposing" is the key which unlocks the door to the
11

poem's meaning.

By not opposing the rhythms of the salt marsh--and

by imaginative extension the whole of the natural world and the cosmic
process, we can become one with it in its "marvelous, spiritual"
journey to "Everywhere," "anywhere," to here, now.
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The dualistic oppositions involved in the poem are these.

A

man who is lost versus a man who is found, i.e., finds himself by
ceasing to oppose the forces of the natural world, by willful inclusion of himself within the great process of "spiritual walking/
Everywhere, anywhere.
11

Building toward this final resolution of

11

being lost and being found" is the series of dramatic contrasts
11

11

which emerge either implicitly or explicitly in the poem's own
journey toward completion.

There is the built-in or implied contrast

being safety and danger, the safety of dry land which the persona
leaves behind in contrast with the unsafe ground, the unchartered
world of the Salt Marsh.

There is the contrast between linear

direction, represented by the compass, and the non-linear, everywhere
at once non-direction of the Salt Marsh where the sun refuses "to
move/ from its chosen noon." There is the contrast between stillness
and movement; the saw grass moves, the sun stands still , the man
stands still and the crane moves, the significant paradox growing out
of the tension between stillness and movement is that the persona
must "stand still," must arrest his impulse to move in "Green panic"
against the saw grass, in order to learn to move in spiritual harmony with it.

He cannot plunge wildly in aimless direction through

the marsh, nor can he leap up to look out.
11

within.

11

He must look from

He must find his true direction at the "cycle's center," at

"the heart of the world," at the point of consciousness wherein his
individual identity connects with the world of the salt marsh, the
natural world itself.

This natural world offers "no promise of

harvest" in the sense of cultivated ground or planted crops, but it
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does offer a certain harvest of the spirit--the harvest reaped
through mystical union with the other half of oneself as it walks
hand in hand with nature "Everywhere, anywhere.

11

In this poem the inner unity of opposites is discovered once
again in the depths of mystical consciousness, and oppositions such
as knowing where you are and being lost are seen once again as oppositions of the intellectually categorized world only.

In the real

world which lies beyond conceptual descriptions and instruments of
measurement, there is no being lost or being found, there is only
being itself.

This theme of finding ultimate being or ultimate iden-

tity in the world of nature can also be seen in the following poem.
11

In the Mountain Tent

11

I am hearing the shape of the rain
Take the shape of the tent and believe it,
Laying down all around where I lie
A profound, unspeakable law.
I obey, and am free-falling slowly
Through the thought-out leaves of the wood
Into the minds of animals.
I am there in the shining of water
Like dark, like light, out of Heaven.
I am there like the dead, or the beast
Itself, which thinks of a poem-Green, plausible, living, and holy-And cannot speak, but hears,
Called forth from the waiting of things,
A vast, proper, reinforced crying
With the sifted, harmonious pause,
The sustained intake of all breath
Before the first word of the Bible.
At midnight water dawns
Upon the held skulls of the foxes
And weasels and tousled hares
On the eastern side of the mountain.
Their light is the image I make
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As I wait as if recently killed,
Receptive, fragile, half-smiling,
My brown watermarked with the mark
On the wing of a moth
And the tent taking shape on my body
Like ill-fitting, Heavenly clothes.
From holes in the ground comes my voice
In the God-silenced tongue of the beasts.
"I shall rise from the dead, I am saying.
11

11

In the Mountain Tent,

11

the last poem under consideration in

this chapter, continues the theme of identity change, and again the
physical setting of the poem is in the natural world:
mountain forest.

Here, a

The identity change once more involves a transfor-

mation of consciousness, a transformation which leads, as in "The
Vegetable King,

11

to a sense of personal resurrection.

As in so many

of Dickey's poems, the transformation of consciousness occurs within
a physical setting the characteristics of which involve images of
water, trees, and animals.

And the psychological direction of the

poem is toward a unifying connection of the persona's individual consciousness with the collective consciousness of "mindless nature."
The poem's irrmediately dramatic tensions obtain in the relationship of the man within the tent to the "profound, unspeakable
law" of the rain outside.

The rain "believes" the "shape of the

tent," i.e., it meets the resistance of the tent's form, but in
return lays down all around it, a "profound, unspeakable law.

11

To

understand this law, at the level of feeling, the persona must make
an exit, must in essence, begin a journey of self that leads to ·connection with the natural world outside the tent.
nizes the ca 11 :

The persona recog-
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I obey, and am free-falling slowly
Through the thought-out leaves of the wood
Into the minds of animals.
The "thought-out leaves of the woods" is a curious image and
one that might serve as an opening point of focus on the poem's meaning.
The leaves can be "thought out 11 in the sense that the persona perceives them in his imagination; they can be 11 thought-out 11 in the
sense that a tree extends its life force outward through its leaves,
without thought, as a natural process akin to animal instinct.

The

leaves can also be "thought out" in the sense that the 11 mind 11 of the
natural world manifests itself in the 11 thought 11 of trees--the idea
here being comparable to Hegel's notion of the unfolding of history
as a form of the absolute thinking on itself.

Nature is the orderly,

rational, formal manifestation of God's thought.

This last possibility

may take on additional credibility if we consider that as soon as the
persona's consciousness travels through the "thought-out leaves, 11 it
finds itself in unity with 11 the dead, or the beast Itself" which hears
the "intake of all breath/ Before the first word of the Bible.
11

11

Before

the first word of the Bible, 11 there exists the thought of God as this

thought is manifested in the Logos, or the original creative force of
the universe.

In the beginning was the Word and the Word was with

God; it was not yet 11 in the Bible. 11

Dickey seems to be suggesting

here that the Bible, as a man-made record of communication with
divinity, was preceded in time by a kind of primordial, creative
force:

the logos,
11

11

the "original Word.

11

In order for this idea to

work at all we have to assume a distinction between the 11 word 11 as
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written, and the Word as creative power, the original "profound,
11

11

unspeakable law" of first things.
latter sense is like the Tao:

Paradoxically, the "Word" in this

It is unspeakable.

But it is this

sense of the power of the word as lying in this "unspeakable" realm
that lends intensity and beauty to the vision of the persona.

After

journeying "through the thought-out leaves of the wood/ Into the
minds of animals," the persona finds complete mystical identity with
all of nature:
I am there in the shining of water
Like dark, like light out .of heaven.
I am there like the dead, or the beast
Itself, which thinks of a poem
And cannot speak, but hears,
Called forth from the waiting of things,
A vast, proper, reinforced crying
With the sifted,. harmonious pause,
·The sustained intake of all breath
Before the first word of the Bible.
The identity of the persona's animal consciousness here is with the
original energy of the universe, as this energy balances on the explosive brink of life, as it is held back like "the sustained intake of
all breath/' just before it explodes into the life of living forms-the realized "first" word of the Bible. The idea here is basically
akin to the Hindu notion of the creative void out of which emerges
the manifestation of physical life.

The idea is that the "void" is

powerful because of its emptiness in the same way that what makes a
window functional is the fact of its emptiness.
in order for us to see out of it.

It has to be empty

Or to use Lao Tzu s image, the
1
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emptiness at the center of a spoked wheel is what makes it possible
for the wheel to turn, what in effect gives the wheel its power.

So

too, what Dickey is.suggesting is that the power of the manifest world
of nature derives from some original source that is itself beyond
perceptual observation.

We cannot see it, but we can feel it, and we

can hear it as it is called forth from the waiting of things
11

11

vast, proper, reinforced crying.

11

11

in its

And we can sense it as "the sus-

tained intake of all breath before the power of creation itself
11

takes form in the manifest world, before, i.e., "the first word of
the Bible.

11

As the persona's consciousness continues its journey into the
created world of natural forms, it re-establishes connection with the
"creative void of the dead--with the held skulls of the foxes/ and
11

11

weasels and tousled hares that have been hunted and slain before
11

midnight on the eastern side of the mountain.
11

11

Their death has been

creative, for out of their now lifeless forms other life forms continue to take sustenance. to take power and to live.

Out of the dark-

ness of death the light of new life shines on, and it is the image of
this light that the persona himself takes on, makes, as he too
11

"waits as if recently killed.

11

11

He has connected with the dead and

the living as mutually complementary polarities in his inner vision,
his own image of light.
11

11

He identifies with the dead animals of the

night, the foxes, weasels, and hares, whose death is a necessary part
of the life cycle of the forest; and he also feels "as if recently
killed," in the sense that an old part of himself has been left
behind in the tent just as the persona in "The Vegetable King" left
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his ordinary human consciousness behind (in the house) in order to
journey into the world of the drowned, sacrificial God.

So too

here has the persona left his ordinary·human consciousness behind
in the tent in order to take on the consciousness of the animal
world and to journey toward that point of mystical connection where
one can hear, without sound, the llprofound, unspeakable law 11 of the
primordial universe, the "sustained intake of all breath/ Before
the first word of the Bible. 11 And just as the persona in 11 The Salt
Marsh" received a sign, a token of enlightenment--the 11 touch 11 on the
head by a blade of saw grass and a white crane that flew up--here
the persona's sign is in the form of a moth mark on his brow ( 11 My
brow watermarked with the mark/ On the wing of a moth11 ) .

According

to certain religious traditions, the moth was the instrument of
flight for the soul of the dying person.

And here the persona has

in a sense 11 died, 11 has imaginatively entered the world of the dead,
and experienced a transformation of consciousness.

And at the end of

the poem, the process of mystical transformation leads the persona to
a new sense of identity with life.
Whereas the tent formally had separated him from the shape of
the rain, and the animals of the night, now he feels that the tent,
as the physical place of his mystical transformation, has begun to
take shape on his body like 11 ill-fitting, Heavenly clothes. 11 And in
his new state of enlightened oneness with the animal world he hears
the sound of his own resurrection:
From holes in the ground comes my voice
In the God-silenced tongue of the beasts.
11 ! shall rise from the dead, 11 I am saying.
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Although the process of rebirth may carry overtones of the Christian
resurrection, the real way to rebirth in the poem has been through
the establishment of mystical identity with the ongoing birth-death
cycle of animals in the cosmic order of the natural world.
The inner unity between the opposites of life and death has
been the unity of the life cycle itself as it evolved out of the
original, creative force of the universe, the Logos, and into the
manifest forms of conscious energy which are man and beast.

CHAPTER VI
CONNECTION WITH THE "OTHER"
Mystical union with the "other," in Dickey's poetry, occurs
in a context of spiritual ecstasy when the poet, speaking through the
voice of the persona, is able to achieve irrunediate and intuitive
insights into realms of experience that are not accessible to the
rational intellect.
Dickey's obsession with this relationship, as a theme for
poetic treatment, may be related to certain facts of his own personal
background.

For one thing, Dickey tells us in Self Interviews

that he had a.brother, Eugene, who died before Dickey himself
was born; and although Dickey's mother was in ill health and not
medically advised to try another pregnancy, she decided to have a
child anyway.

So Dickey, as this child, feels his life is somehow

connected with that of the dead brother whose tragic early death and
accompanying sorrow Dickey's own birth was to assuage.

Dickey, as a

veteran of both World War II and the Korean War, also feels keenly a
sense of special relationship to many of his friends who did not
survive these wars.

And finally, it may be that Dickey, as a former

star athlete in high school and college, is sensitively aware of the
contrast between the vigorous health of youth and the ravages of
time that take its toll on all of us as we get older and closer to
the end limits of our own mortality.

This last concern can certainly

be seen in some of Dickey's later poems, like "Diabetes," and "Upon
first Noticing that my Hands Shake."
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Bearing the above in mind, one can see that many of Dickey's
poems represent his attempt to come to personal terms with the issue
of death--both his own and that of others he had known and loved.
And considering his mystical vision of nature as it has been treated
earlier in this study, it comes as no surprise that Dickey's relationship to the dead is cast in the same frame of reference as his
relationship to the world of natural forms.
his poem,

11

In the Tree House at Night.
11

Let us consider now

11

In the Tree House at Night

11

And now the green household is dark.
The half-moon completely is shining
On the earth-lighted tops of the trees.
To be dead, a house must be still.
The floor and the walls wave me slowly;
I am deep in them over my head.
The needles and pine cones about me
Are full of small birds at their roundest,
Their fists without mercy gripping
Hard down through the tree to the roots
To sing back at light when they feel it.
We lie here like angels in bodies,
My brothers and I, one dead,
The other asleep from much living.
In mid-air huddled beside me.
Dark climed to us here as we climbed
Up the nails I have harrmered all day
Through the sprained, comic rungs of the ladder
Of broom handles, crate slats, and laths
Foot by foot up the trunk to the branches
Where we came out at last over lakes
Of leaves, of fields disencumbered of earth
That move with the moves of the spirit.
Each nail that sustains us I set here;
Each nail in the house is now steadied
By my dead brother's huge, freckled hand.
Through the years, he has pointed his harrmer
Up into these limbs, and told us
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That we must ascend, and all lie here.
Step after step he had brought me,
Embracing the trunk as his body,
Shaking its limbs with my hearbeat,
Till the pine cones danced without wind
And fell from the branches like apples.
In the arm-slender forks of our dwelling
I breathe my life brother's light hair.
The blanket around us becomes
As solid as stone, and it sways.
With all my heart, I close
The blue, timeless eye of my mind.
Wind springs, as my dead brother smiles
And touches the tree at the root;
A shudder of joy runs up
The trunk; the needles tingle;
One bird uncontrollably cries.
The wind changes round, and I stir
Within another's life. Whose life?
Who is dead? Whose presence is living?
When may I fall strangely to earth,
Who am nailed to this branch by a spirit?
Can two bodies make up a third?
To sing, must I feel the world's light?
My green, graceful bones fill the air
With sleeping birds. Alone, alone
And with them I move gently.
I move at the heart of the world.
In "In the Tree House at Night" we can readily see how Dickey's
vision of nature incorporates a form of ritual communion with the
dead.

This form of communication does not involve a belief that the

dead are still alive in some mysterious spirit world but rather that
the dead are still alive in the sense that there is no real or ultimate validity in assuming that categories of birth and death are
absolute.

In this poem,and others like it, Dickey's.visionary aim

is to reach a certain stage of consciousness, at what he sometimes
calls "The heart of the world," or the "cycles' center," wherein
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hard and fast conceptual dualisms are transcended.

Whether or not

the dead actually continue to survive in another form of personal
consci.ousness is not a point at issue.

Dickey says in Self Interviews

that he doubts the literal survival of the personality after death,
although he is fascinated by the idea of reincarnation and has used
it as the subject of several poems.

He has also in poems like "The

Driver" and 11 Drinking from a Helmet" put himself imaginatively in
the 11 mind 11 of a dead person, but I don't think that any of these
poems can be used as evidence that Dickey himself actually believes
in any kind of literal afterlife, or personal survival of the human
personality.

Dickey is not concerned so much with the question of

whether or not there is a literal life after life; he is more concerned with developing a kind of wholeness of vision in which we
come to identify ourselves not with the individual ego, or with the
transitory social "personality," but rather with the "great natural
forms," of earth and sky.

In coming closer, in spiritual awareness,

to these natural forms, we also come to see the illusory nature of
death when death is considered or falsely imagined as an artificial
stopping point along a line of stretched out historical sequence.
Life, in Dickey's vision, is cyclical, not linear, and by identifying
our innermost sense of self with the great cycles of nature rather
than the personal ego we can shake off our conditioned sense of
death as a punctuation mark at the end of a life sentence.

What

Dickey is after, in his poems, is not to deny death as a physical
reality (as a point of change in a circle of natural process), but
rather to alter our perception of death--because it is our learned
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perception that inspires fear, not death itself.

Dickey would no

doubt argue that part of the poet's job is to rearrange our staid
preconceptions of the world, to get us back into the "mindless
nature" of the child or the mystic in order that we might again
experience the world whole, with a sense of directness and sensual
immediacy that transcends the conceptual dualisms of birth and
death, self and other.
In

11

In the Tree House at Night 11 Dickey enters the world both

of the child and the mystic.

He constructs a tree house in which he

is able to climb back into childhood memories of his dead brother and
also into a renewed sense of oneness with all things--with his dead
brother, with sleeping birds, with the "lakes of leaves, 11 with
"fields disencumbered of earth. 11

Indeed, he climbs to that place

of mystical union in which, he says of himself,

11

! move at the heart

of the world. 11
Typical of Dickey's method, the poem is set against a background of contrasting elements which will be resolved as the poem
progresses.

There is at the beginning the contrast which Dickey

often employs between light and darkness:

the darkness of the tree

house, the 11 green household, 11 is contrasted with the half-moon which
11

completely is shining/ on the earth-lighted.tops of the trees. 11

There is the contrast between movement and stillness:

the swaying

movement of the tree house as contrasted with an ordinary house which
11

To be dead

• must be still. 11 This association of death and

stillness in the first stanza serves as a psychological foreshadowing
of the contrast between the dead brother and the brother who is alive
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with Dickey in the tree.

The poet has ascended to a place not only

of physical height but also to an inner space where he senses that,
with regard to the floor and walls of the tree house

11

! am deep in

them over my head. 11 When you say something is "over my head" you
mean it transcends your understanding.
gestion here.

And this is also the sug-

The poet is "over his head" in the sense that he is

ascending to a realm of experience that defies logical analysis, a
realm of experience which will blur the lines of clear distinction
between the living and the dead.

The poet enters this other realm

of experience with a sense of destiny directed by the dead.

He says

of his dead brother,
••• he has pointed his hammer
Up into these limbs, and told us
That we must ascend, and all
Lie here.
The poet (and his live brother) ascends the ladder of consciousness
to his own point of connection with the dead.

And through connecting

with the dead he also, paradoxically, connects with the living in a
vision that transcends the very dualism in which the vision has
unfolded.

The dark 11 climbs 11 to him thus shutting off the possibility

of ordinary day light vision; and once in this high place of the mind
we can see the world with a new sense of spiritual vision, a new
sense of elevated perspective.

Almost like a God in air we come "out

at last over lakes/ of leaves, of fields disencumbered of earth, 11 and
we are able to see how lakes, and leaves, and fields "move with the
moves of the spirit."
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Ascending to this position of elevated vision, we come to lose
our sense of artificial separation from the natural world, our sense
of being separate in any ultimate way from the system of living
energy we call nature.

As the poet ascends to the tree house (the

metaphor for the place of consciousness where the living and the dead
are united) he begins to associate the living tree both with his dead
brother and as an extension of his own heart:

"Embracing the trunk

as his body,/ Shaking its limbs with my heart beat. .
an interesting paradox of movement or direction here.

11

There is

The small

birds grip down to the tree roots to feel the light of the sun; the
poet ascends the ladder of consciousness to find his dead brother's
spirit which "touches the tree at the root. 11 The term 11 spirit 11 here
is not, however, to be taken in a literal sense; rather the dead
brother's 11 spirit 11 is to be understood as existing within Dickey's
own "blue, timeless eye of the mind. 11

By an act of imaginative will

he has connected with the tree of life, has shaken its limbs with his
own heart beat, and by an act of the imaginative will he has opened
his consciousness to a new experience of the other reality:
With all my heart, I close
The blue, timeless eye of my mind.
As he enters this timeless world of the other,
11

11

he receives a com-

munication, a signal of recognition from the natural world.

"Wind

springs up" (just as in "The Salt Marsh" a white crane flew up and in
"In the Mountain Tent" a moth mark appears on his brow) and the moment
of mystical union is at hand, suspended in time and charged with overwhelming, mystical ecstasy:
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Wind springs up, as my dead brother smiles
And touches the tree at the root;
A shudder of joy runs up
The trunk; .the needless tingle;
One bird uncontrollably cries.
This is one of the most moving and beautiful passages in all of
Dickey's poetry; and it captures, as much as words can ever capture,
the essence of mystical experience.

In a state of religious or

mystical ecstasy the conceptual dualisms of life and death are
resolved, and one is able to enter a realm of non-ordinary human
perception in which the unity of all things is directly experienced
as a totality of being.

And the human emotion which traditionally

accompanies this experience is love, unqualified love of being
extending outward in all directions.

This is the experience Dickey

is describing as "One bird uncontrollably cries." The bird is apparently intended to represent the poet's feelings as he himself is overcome with the sense of sacred yet joyous connection with the dead.
Attendant upon this experience, as has been suggested, is the sense
of transcendence over isolated personal identity.

In attaining this

state of "cosmic consciousness," in coming to a state of mindless
connection with the ongoing cyclic life of the natural world of trees
and birds and lakes, one loses the sense of rational dichotomy
between dualisms of life and death, and the poet asks "Who is dead?
Whose presence is living?"

Dickey feels that he is stirring "Within

another's life" but the life of this "other" is not to be strictly
relegated to association with the dead brother.
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The other can perhaps be understood to include not only the
11

11

dead brother as he lives on in the superhuman images of God contained in Dickey's psyche, but also the small birds, the trees and
lakes, the whole world of natural forms as they are irrevocably
linked together in the poet's own unitary consciousness.

This sense

of unity within the cosmic order of things precludes any ideas of
finality regarding one's own personal death.

How, one might ask, can

one die if one has never existed apart from the expanding web of life
in which one is embedded as an extension of consciousness? How or
11

when can we "fall strangely to earth" who are "nailed to this
11

branch [of life] by a spirit?" And following this line of association, the poet asks the rhetorical question:

"To sing,

11

i.e., to

celebrate life in his poems, even as small birds celebrate the light
11

of the morning in their songs, must he too "feel the world's li_ght?

11

The world's light is the divine, creative force of the natural world
and yes, the poet must feel it in order to sing; and in feeling this
light the poet, at the end of the poem, becomes one with the natural
world.

The "green, graceful bones" of the pine tree become his own

as he [fills] the air with sleeping birds. And though he is alone in
the sense of being physically located in a mortal body, he is nevertheless together in consciousness and spirit with the sleeping birds.
They move together, at the cycle's center, at the inner unity of all
being; they move alone together "at the heart of the world.

11

The journey in this poem has involved a gradual ascent of consciousness through the oppositions of light and darkness, life and
death, human world and natural world, to the cycle's center, to a

11
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place of mystic awareness at the heart of the world.

And the light

that shines therein is not a light whose existence is defined by
darkness as its polar opposite.

Rather the light which Dickey feels

at the heart of the world is the light of inner vision, the light
that in order to feel he must first, with "all [his] heart," "close/
the blue, timeless eye" of his mind.
In "A Letter" we can see how Dickey I s search for connection with
the "other" can be extended to include humanity in general.
"A Letter"
Looking out of the dark of the town
At midnight, looking down
Into water under the lighthouse:
Abstractedly, timelessly looking
For something beneath the jetty,
Waiting fat the dazed, silent flash,
Like the painless explosion that kills one,
To come from above and slide over
And empty the surface for miles-The useless, imperial sweep
Of utter light--you see
A thicket of little fish
Below the squared stone of your window,
Catching, as it passes,
The blue afterthought of the blaze.
Shone almost into full being,
Inlaid in frail gold in their floor,
Their collected vision sways
Like dust among them;
You can see the essential spark
Of sight, of intuition,
Travel from eye to eye.
The next leg of light that comes round
Shows nothing where they have been,
But words light up in the head
To take their deep place in the darkness,
Arcing quickly from image to image
Like mica catching the sun:
The words of a love letter,
Of a letter to a long-dead father,
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To an unborn son, to a woman
Long another man's wife, to her children
To anyone out of reach, not born,
Or dead, who lives again,
Is born, is young, is the same:
Anyone who can wait no longer
Beneath the huge blackness of time
Which lies concealing, concealing
What must gleam forth in the end,
Glimpsed, unchanging, and gone
When memory stands without sleep
And gets its strange spark from the world.
In 11 A Letter" Dickey's vision of the underlying unity of life
once again is seen as unfolding within a context of dualistic oppositions:

light and darkness, birth and death, self and other.

The

persona is standing below a light house, looking down into the water
and watching schools of small fish as they appear and disappear in
rhythm with the arm of light which periodically swings over them.
The persona makes an association between the cycles of light and
darkness on the water and the coming and going of life itself.

And

moved by this vision of the transitory nature of things he sends out
a kind of counter affirmation, a love letter addressed to all beings
11

who can wait no longer" for the light that "must gleam forth in the

end/

Glimpsed, unchanging and gone. 11
As the poem progresses, the sweeping light from the light

house becomes increasingly suggestive of the life and death polarities
in the continuing circle of life.

When the light touches the "thicket

of little fish, 11 one can see 11 the essential spark/ Of sight, of intuition, Travel from eye to eye. 11 However, the light which brings them
"almost into full being" and "[sways] their collected vision" is also
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the force which disperses the fish, emptying 11 The surface for
miles. 11

And the next sweep of the light 11 Shows nothing where they

have been . • . • 11 The spark of life comes and goes, enters the
realm of conscious being for a time and then is gone.
suggestion here of existential absurdity:

There is a

If the end of all indi-

vidual forms of life is only death and darkness, then does not this
very sense of inevitable doom rob life of meaning? Why be born only
to die? This is the underlying existential concern here.

Dickey's

answer is that we ourselves furnish whatever meaning is to be had in
life; and this meaning finds its source in the creative imagination
and in love.
that travels

After the 11 essential spark/ Of sight, of intuition 11
11

from eye to eye 11 is gone, after the small schools of

fish, or any other forms of individual life are gone, and there is
11

nothing where they have been, 11 what is to take their place in the

darkness? What is there to fill the void of personal oblivion? The
power of the Word; our own capacity for creative vision, for inner
light and the love that we can send out therefrom:
Words light up in the head to take their deep place in the
darkness, arching quickly from image to image/ Like mica
catching the sun: the words of a love letter.
The power of the Word, i.e., the creative imagination of the poet,
is able to transcend the dualism of life and death, through love,
and through establishing a vision of an underlying connection between
the cycles of birth and death, self and other.

This connection is

expressed in terms of a 11 love letter 11 whose words (the 11 super human
images of God 11 )

11

arch from image to image/ like mica catching the

sun. 11 This letter is addressed to the storehouse of consciousness,
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th~ enduring Self, as this Self is reflected in the changing forms
of life which constitute the "other":

The long-dead father, an

unborn son, another man's wife, or her children, anyone "out of
reach, not born, or dead, who lives again is born, is the same.

11

The letter of affirmation is aimed ultimately at the enduring spark
of life itself as it emerges again and again at various places in
the huge blackness of time."
11

Insofar as the cycle of life is con-

tinuous, anyone, though dead, can live again, be born, be young,
become the same.

In these lines, Dickey is trying to connect indi-

vidual identity with the larger identity of life as a never ending,
cyclic process which will always "gleam forth in the end," and from
which we can, when our "memory stands without sleep," draw forth
our own revitalizing life energy, our own "strange spark from the
world.

11

In "Into the Stone" (the next poem to be considered), Dickey• s connection with the other occurs within the context of romantic love. The
persona is on his way to a rendezvous with a woman, but the kind of feelings
he experiences rapidly transcend the man-woman love relationship to include
a broader extension at love toward all of life.

The symb_olic agent

of transformation in this poem is the moon, the stone held in air"
11

by the persona's heartbeat.

The moon is often used by Dickey as a

recurring symbolic link with a realm of experience that transcends
ordinary, rational ways of knowing.

To go "into the stone" is to

enter a realm of mystical transformation in which the dualities of
birth and death, self and other, are united in a new vision of transcendental unity.

For example, in "The Lifeguard," (Dickey, Poems,
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p. 51), the drowned boy's resurrection is described like this:

11

He

rises, dilating to break/ the surface of stone with his forehead."
Here, the stone surface is literally the surface of a lake as the
moon is shining on it, but on a symbolic level the surface of stone
is the line of separation between life and death, as this line is
erased by the vision of underlying unity.

To enter the stone or

break the surface of stone is to shatter the boundaries of the
rational intellect and enter into that other realm of experience
(what Lawrence would have called the realm of "blood knowledge") in

which conceptual dichotomies, and ordinary perceptions of time and
space do not obtain.
Dickey's poetry.

This is the realm of the mystical other in

It includes simultaneously:

(1) the

11

other

11

within, the "half-animal part" that is "fundamentally primitive" and
which permits us to have a "personal relationship to the sun and the
moon, the flow of rivers, the growth and decay of natural forms, and
the cycles of death and rebirth"; (2) the other in the world of
11

11

natural forms, the spiritual forces inherent in the mindless world
11

11

of animals and plants; (3) the other in the world of human rela11

11

tionships, our brothers and sisters who exist not apart but with us
in the great interconnected mystery of life.
Although I have conceptually categorized the realm of the
other into three parts, according to the mystical view, they are
one.

Thus, to know one's own deep Self is to simultaneously know

the whole world and everything in it.

This is what Lao Tzu meant

when he said he could know the whole universe while staying in his
own chamber.

But in order to enter this realm of the mystical other,
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one has to let go with all one's heart the old world of ordinary
This idea of letting go of one realm of consciousness

consciousness.

and entering another with all one's heart is a recurrent idea in
Dickey's poetry.

"In the Tree House at Night," for example, the

poet says "with all my heart, I close/ the blue, timeles·s eye of my
mind."

He closes his eyes in order to see.

And, in "In the Mountain

Tent," this seeing within the darkness involves a "free-falling
slowly/ Through the thought-out leaves of the wood/ Into the minds of
animals."

Simi'larly, in "The Owl King" the blind child learns to see

by going into the dark visionary world of the Owl King whose sight
can penetrate "stone":
With my claws growing deep into wood
And my sight going slowly out
Inch by inch, as into a stone . • .
To travel or see into the "stone" one must give all one's
heart to the process of transformation.

In light of this idea let

us now take a look at the poem itself (italics mine}:
"Into the Stone"
On the way to a woman, I give
MJ heart all the way into moonlight.
Now down from all sides it is beating.
The moon turns around in the fix
If its light; its other side totally shines.
Like the dead, I have newly arisen,
Amazed by the light I can throw.
Stand waiting, my love, where you are,
For slowly amazed I come forward
From my bed through the land between,
Through the stone held in air by my heartbeat.
My thin flesh is shed by my shadow;
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My hair has turned white with a thought.
No thing that shall die as I step
May fall, or not sing of rebirth.
Very far from myself I come toward you
In the fire of the sun, dead-locked
With the moon's new face in its glory.
I see by the dark side of light.
I am he who I should have become.
A bird that has died overhead
Sings a song to sustain him forever.
Elsewhere I have dreamed of my birth,
And come from my death as I dreamed;
Each time, the moon has burned backward.
Each time, my heart has gone from me
And shaken the sun from the moonlight.
Each time, a woman has called,
And my breath come to life in her singing.
Once more I come home from my ghost.
I give up my father and mother;
My own love has raised up my limbs:
I take my deep heart from the air.
The road like a woman is singing.
It sings with what makes my heart beat
In the air, and the moon turn around.
The dead have their chance in my body.
The stars are drawn into their myths.
I bear nothing but moonlight upon me.
I am known; I know my love.
To give one's heart all the way into moonlight is to become one
with it in consciousness.

As the persona loses his heart to the moon

he finds it returning in the moon's light as, like a heart, "Now down
from all sides it is beating." The "other side" of the moon also
"totally shines," corresponding to the "other side" of the persona's
consciousness.

On the other side of himself, he wakes to a sense of

fullness, of resurrection:
Like the dead, I have newly arisen,
Amazed by the light I can throw.
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Through love for a woman (elsewhere it might be love for his children,
his dead brother, or even for strangers--as, an example, the children
in "Them, Crying") the poet is brought into a new intensity of awareness for all life and he becomes, in this state of increased awareness, a bridge, a unifying link between the living and the dead:
No thing that shall die as I step
May fall, or not sing of rebirth.
The dead have their chance in my body.
Where there is no ultimate separation there can be no ultimate
death.

Typically, mystics have felt in their states of ecstacy the

natural world as an extension of themselves and Dickey expresses this
feeling when he says that he himself holds the moon in its place:
11 • • •

the stone held in air by my heartbeat." The physical space

between the persona and the moon does not separate them; the space
around the persona (as it is charged with both the light without and
the light from the persona's own inner vision and love) becomes a
space which connects, not divides things.

In this new space the per-

sona feels that he is a long way from his former state:
Very far from myself I come toward you
In the fire of the sun, dead-locked
With the moon's new face in its glory.
This is an exciting image and it suggests the dynamic, interrelatedness of sun and moon.

Although the sun is down, literally, it con-

tinues to shine on the moon, giving it fire, locking together with
it in a process of turning light.
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When the persona says

11

I see through the dark side of light, 11

he is, of course, referring to the sun's reflection on the moon, but
he is also talking about the 11 dark 11 side of knowledge.
recurring association in Dickey's poetry:

This is a

the paradox of the "dark

side of light. 11 And whenever we come across it we can read it with
certainty as a signal that the poet has moved or is moving into that
other realm of perception characteristic of mystic vision.

In "The

Vegetable King," for instance, the poet's mystical vision of the inner
unity in nature's cycles of birth and death was described in terms of
11

falling 11 to a "colored sleep" and coming out of it on ''the dark side

of the sun. 11

In 11 The Owl King" the lost child (as a symbol of all of

us who have lost our true way, have lost contact with the 11 other 11
within) learns to see by being blind, by exploring the opening darkness
within ("The darkness is great/ and luminous in my eyes).

In "Power

and Light" the persona goes into the dark basement of his suburban
house and in the darkness he feels the "pure fires of the Self . . •
Rise . . . in lively blackness."

In the 11 silence 11 of this 11 blackness, 11

one finds ultimate connection with the "real world. 11 Out of the "pure
fires of the Self," the "marvellous worms of the eye float out into
the real/ World."

In this "real world" the persona feels that "all

connections •.• turn good. 11 This sense of cosmic connection, this
sense of self fulfillment and sustained joy that comes with mystic
vision, crops out over and over again in Dickey's poems.

After he

has experienced 11 Seeing 11 by the "dark side of the light" in "Into
the Stone, 11 he is reunited with the unrealized 11 other 11 within himself
("I am he who I should have become. 11 ) and he feels that he has
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achieved also a connection with the natural world, a sustaining connection that will last:
to sustain him forever."

"A bird that has died overhead/ Sings a song
And where does the bird, as a synecdoche

for the whole natural world, get its song? From the light that comes
out of darkness.

Here, on the literal level it is the light of the

moon illuminating the otherwise dark earth, but elsewhere it may be
the light of dawn as it emerges out of the darkness of night.

In

"Sleeping Out at Easter," for example, we find at dawn:
Birds speak, their voices beyond them.
A light has told them their song.
And the Word rises out of the darkness.
The "Word" is the above context means the same thing as "light." The
"Word" and "light" represent the power of creative vision as that
vision rises out of the "darkness" of our innermost being.

It is a

kind of paradoxical darkness, through which ultimate light becomes
accessible.

Such paradoxical images of darkness are often connected

in Dickey's poetry with the rejuvenating power of dream states, and
dreams are inevitably linked with resurrection {this was the case in
"The Vegetable King").

The suggestion here is that Dickey has often

experienced the sense of spiritual rebirth that has attended his
111.YStical states, his "colored dreams," those times when his heart
has been given all the way into union with the other:
E)sewhere I have dreamed of my birth,
And come from my death as I dreamed;
Each time, the moon has burned backward.
Each time, my heart has gone from me
And shaken the sun from the moonlight.
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This reaching out to shake 11 the sun from the moonlight,i' this reaching
out and within to draw light from.darkness, is an act of will, a
11

free-falling 11 venture of the spirit, an intentional letting go of

the side of the pool in order to learn how to swim.
Whenever Dickey, in his poems, enters into this other realm of
experience, it is usually, if not always, as a result of a 11 call 11 to
which he responds "with all his heart. 11 The 11 call II may be from a dead
brother, as in 11 The String, 11 11 The Underground Stream, 11 or 11 In the Tree
House at Night. 11 The l call 11 may be from .an animal ( 11 Encounter in the
1

Cage Country 11 ) or a bird ( 11 The Owl King"} if we allow the father to
represent Dickey; the 11 cal1 11 can be from children ( 11 Them, Crying, 11
11

To His Children in Darkness 11 } ; and finally the 11 call 11 can be from a

woman, as is the case here in

11

Into the Stone. 11

The pursuit of women, in Dickey's poems, represents the pursuit
of an 11 unrealizable ideal." In Self Interviews, Dickey says
I've always had [the notion of] a woman as a kind of v1s1on,
based upon her inaccessibility. It's important to me that a
woman be, as Claudel says, the 11 promise 11 that cannot be kept.
I like to emphasize the 11 promise 11 in this, the inaccessibility, the ideal and therefore the intensified desirability
of a woman for a man. I have used this concept in many different ways
• (p. 91).
By reaching out for this

II

inaccessible ideal II the poet feels

that his vision of the world can be transformed.

In writing

11

Into the

Stone," Dickey tells us that
I started writing the poem--about a love relationship especially in its early stages when it changes the world for the
person in love--eventually the poem becomes an assertion
that not only the world of the person in love is changed-but the whole universe is changed (p. 91).
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Perhaps it is fair to say that Dickey seeks in his romantic relationships with women a kind of shared unity of being that temporarily
holds in place the curtain of death.

He says as much in Adultery
11

11

(Poems, p. 259):
Although we come together,
Nothing will come of us. But we would not give
It up, for death is beaten
Simultaneous orgasm represents for Dickey a coming together in the
11

little death," which at the same time somehow defeats or at least
holds in abeyance the coming of the larger death, the physical termination of individual life.

Sexual union with women serves the same

function as spiritual union with the forces of nature:

it leads him

away from the ordinary world in which he lives as a natural man subject to age and death, and brings him into that other realm of experience in which:.-through union with the other --he is able, albeit
11

11

temporarily, to transcend his sense of contingent mortality.

When a

woman calls he "comes to life" leaving behind his less intense
11

11

life--the pale ghost of his everyday, ordinary life, his sense of
being a mortal son of a mortal father and mother:
Each time, a woman has called,
And my breath come to life in her singing.
Once more I come home from my ghost.
I give up my father and mother;
My own love has raised up my limbs:
I take my deep heart from the air.
As he takes his deep heart, his sense of ultimate identity, from
11

11

the air, he enters into the stone," into the realm of oneness with
11
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moonlight.

He becomes transformed into a man whose relationship to

the world is not limited to the d,\,lalism of birth and death, self and
other.

He becomes possessed with a kind of cosmic love; the power

which makes his heart beat in romantic love is the same power that
turns the moon around and gives the dead a chance at life:
The road like a woman is singing.
It sings with what makes rey heart beat
In the air, and the moon turn around.
The dead have their chance in my body.
The last line above can be interpreted to mean that the dead go on
living in the persona's life as that life is intensified by the power
of love.

It might also mean that in his state of mystical ecstasy

the persona realizes himself as a temporary bearer of the continuous
spark of life as this spark constitutes the basis of continuity among
all life forms.

Insofar as the persona identifies himself with this

spark of continuous life rather than with the temporarity of his own
personal history, he spiritually transcends the bounds of mortality
and senses that part of himself is eternal:
as he 11 knows 11 his love.

He is

11

he becomes 11 known, 11 even

known 11 by the woman he is going to

meet, but more importantly he is 11 known 11 by the moon, the symbol in
this poem of the regenerative power of nature itself.

Into this

power, into this 11 stone 11 he relinguishes his heart, extends his
naked Self, and is baptised by moonlight into the knowledge of love:
I bear nothing but moonlight upon me
I am known; I know my love.
This theme of unifying 1ove takes the form of an underground
II

connection 11 in the next poem which we will consider-- 11 Power and Light."
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Power and Light 11

I may even be
A man, I tell my wife: all day I climb myself
Bowlegged up those damned poles rooster-heeled in all
Kinds of weather and what is there when I get
Home? Yes, woman trailing ground-oil
Like a snail, home is where I climb down,
And this is the house I pass through on my way
To power and light.
Going into the basement is slow, but the built-on smell of home
Beneath home gets better with age the ground fermenting
And spilling through the barrel-cracks of plaster the dark
Lying on the floor, ready for use as I crack
The seal on the bottle like I tell you it takes
A man to pour whiskey in the dark and CLOSE THE DOOR between
The children and me.
The heads of nails drift deeper through their boards
And disappear. Years in the family dark have made me good
At this nothing else is so good pure fires of the Self
Rise crooning in lively blackness and the silence around them,
Like the silence inside a mouth, squirms with colors,
The marvellous worms of the eye float out into the real
World sunspots
Dancing as though existence were
One huge closed eye and I feel the wires running
Like the life-force along the limed rafters and all connections
With poles with the tarred naked belly-buckled black
Trees I hook to my heels with the shrill phone calls leaping
Long distance long distances through my hands all connections
Even the one
With my wife, turn good turn better than good turn good
Not quite, but in the deep sway of underground among the roots
That bend like branches all things connect and stream
Toward light and speech tingle rock like a powerline in wind,
Like a man working, drunk on pine-moves the sun in the socket
Of his shoulder and on his neck dancing like dice-dots,
And I laugh
Like my own fate watching over me night and day at home
Underground or flung up on towers walking
Over mountains my charged hair standing on end crossing
The sickled, slaughtered alleys of timber
Where the lines loop and crackle on their gallows.
Far under the grass of my grave, I drink like a man
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The night before
Resurrection Day. My watch glows with the time to rise
And shine. Never think I don't know my profession
Will lift me: why, all over hell the lights burn in your eyes,
People are calling each other weeping with a hundred thousand
Volts making deals pleading laughing like fate,
Far off, invulnerable or with the right word pierced
To the heart
By wires I held, shooting off their ghostly mouths,
In my gloves. The house spins I strap crampons to my shoes
To climb the basement stairs, sinking my heels in the treelife of the boards. Thorns! Thorns! I am bursting
Into the kitchen, into the sad way-station
Of my home, holding a double handful of wires
Spitting like sparklers
On the Fourth of July. Woman, I know the secret of sitting
In light of eating a limp piece of bread under
The red-veined eyeball of a bulb. It is all in how you are
Grounded. To bread I can see, I say, as it disappears and agrees
With me the dark is drunk and I am a man
Who turns on. I am a man.
In the poems considered thus far, we have seen that one of the
main emotional inpetuses behind each poem is the desire for connection:
connection with the forces of nature, connection with the dead, connection with a woman.

In 11 Power and Light 11 Dickey's connection is with

people in general, people all over the world who are 11 calling each
other
pleading

weeping with a hundred thousand/ Volts
laughing like fate.

11

making deals

Power and light constitute

the source of connection, the power and light that are contained in
creative vision, that are contained, in short, in Dickey's own poetry.
Dickey himself is the thinly veiled persona in this poem, and when he
interjects into the middle of the poem the line 11 Never think I don't
know my profession/ Will lift me, 11 we can rest assured that it is the
profession of the poet that is being alluded to, not the profession
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of a telephone lineman.

And the connection Dickey strives for both

as a man and as a poet is the connection.with the universal
This universal

11

11

other.

11

other is, on one level of understanding, the col11

lective creative force of love, the source of power and light for
the human enterprise.

At another level of interpretation the other
11

is within Dickey himself as the voice of a God, or muse from whom
11

11

Dickey draws forth his own power and light as a man and as a poet.
So the connection Dickey is describing in this poem is a connection
that extends both outwards toward the world of fellow human beings
and inwards toward the Self.
connect with others.

He plugs into his Self in order to

He seeks the source of power and light within

himself in order to also locate it in the world around him.

To the

degree that he can successfully bring into his poetry his vision of
the underlying connectedness of human life, he becomes a spiritual
lineman of the Word, and we, as readers, are "with the right word
pierced/ To the heart/ By wires" that the poet holds.
Looking at the poem from the perspective suggested above, we
can see that "Power and Light" is really an allegory of the poet's
journey toward connection.

On a literal level the poem is about a

telephone lineman who spends his days "connecting" people through
line installation or repair only to return to his home at night
where he ritualistically descends underground, to the basement of
his house, in order to get drunk and reestablish his own connection
with himself.

On the level of allegor,y, however, we see at work all

the old motifs and images of association which Dickey customarily
employs:

the contrast of light and darkness, images of death and
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rebirth, overtones of the Christian resurrection and so on.

This

poem could very well be placed thematically with 11 The Underground
Stream 11 since both poems portray a persona whose moment of connection
occurs underground.

The main difference is that in 11 The Underground

Stream 11 the persona is seeking to find himself through connection
with the dead, specifically his dead brother, whereas in "Power and
Light 11 the persona seeks his resurrection through becoming united
with the undifferentiated living.

But the idea or concern that is

central to both poems is simply connection itself.

Appropriately,

Dickey prefaces the poem with a quote from E. M. Foster, and there
are only two words in the quote:

11 • • •

only connect . . . . "

As is so often the case in Dickey's poems, the persona in
"Power and Light 11 leaves one physical location and goes to another,
in his search for connection.

In 11 The Vegetable King, 11 in 11 Sleeping

Out at Easter, 11 and in 11 The Tree House at Night, 11 the persona "leaves
the house 11 as the first step in the journey toward connection.

In

all of these poems, the persona's house seems to represent the ordinary world of family and the immediate concerns of the persona's
role as father or husband; the persona leaves this world behind in
order to enter the world of his own private creation where he can
connect with the sources of his creative powers.

The literal journey

from house to forest suggests a parallel journey of the imagination.
In 11 Power and Light 11 the persona once again takes a journey of the
self, but here the change in physical location involves not going
into the woods but going into the basement of the persona's house.
The basement is the place where he goes to connect with power
11

11
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and light; the ''basement" is the poet's own deep consciousness, the
place where he goes for the "power and light" of his poetic vision.
Getting there is a slow process but the familiar quality of the
place improves with age:
.•• home is where I climb down,
And this is the house I pass through on my way
To power and light.
Going into the basement is slow, but the built-on
smell of home
Beneath home gets better with age •.
The 11 dark 11 which the poet finds lying 11 0n the floor" of the basement
is ready for use.

It may seem a little silly to think of the poet's

deep consciousness as a "basement," but we have to go beyond the
literal level of the poem if it is to have any meaning at all.

Other-

wise the poem is really silly--just about a guy who gets drunk in his
basement to get away from his wife who is "trailing ground-oil like
a snail. 11

Like the 11 heaven 11 in 11 The Heaven of Animals, 11 the

11

basement 11

in "Power and Light" must be seen as suggesting more than it literally
is.

The "basement" of the poet's consciousness is where burn the

"pure fires of the Self." And just as in 11 The Vegetable King" the
protagonist's vision was described as a "colored" sleep, here too the
darkness of the persona's vision is a colored darkness.

The "pure

fires of the Self" rise "crooning in lovely darkness" and the silence
of this darkness "squirms with color" as the "marvellous worms of the
eye float out into the real/~~orld . . . . 11 We have here in pretty
strong language the compelling suggestion that the "real World" is
not up there 11 in the house, 11 in the world of artificial light (in
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the world of the 11 head, 11 one might even extrapolate); no, the real
World is 11 down here 11 in the dark basement of one's own deep drunk
consciousness.

It is here in the subterranean world of the imagi-

nation that one discovers the 11 wires running/ Like a life-force"
and it is here where II a11 connecti ans . . . turn good . . • . 11

In

the II deep sway of underground . . • a11 things connect . . . and
stream toward light and speech . • . . 11 Speech is the power of the
Word, the creative power of the imagination which connect all things
in a vision of underlying unity.

Drinking deep of this vision of

universal connectedness, the persona feels as though he were 11 Far
under the grass" of his own grave, drinking 11 like a man/ The night
before/ Resurrection Day. 11

Deep drunk in his vision of underlying

connection, the persona has no doubt about the resurrecting powers
of his 11 profession. 11

It is safe to assume here that it is Dickey

himself who is speaking when he says "Never think I don't know my
profession/ Will lift me . • .
lift his readers as well.

11

Not only will it lift him, it can

The vision which rises out of his poetry

holds the wires of connection for all of us who read and understand.
He can 11 with the right word, 11 "pierce us 11 11 to the heart."
The poem began with II I may even be a man .
with 11 ! am a man.
poem.

11

11

It ends

There is no note of equivocation at the end of the

After establishing his own sense of connection, the persona

goes back 11 up stairs, 11 returns to the world of ordinary concerns, to
the kitchen, the 11 sad way-station 11 of his home.

But resurrected,

rising forth from the darkness, bursting with 11 Thorns, 11 he now holds
in his hands the wires of connection.

He has been 11 grounded 11 in a
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vision of the underlying connectedness of the deep earth.

It is

Dickey himself whom we meet at the end of this allegorical poem.
Dickey, through his poetry, , is a conducting connection through which
we as readers can strengthen our sense of being grounded to our
mother the earth, the source of our being.

CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The main purpose of this study was two-fold:

(1) to give a

descriptive account of two philosophical ideas, and (2) to examine
these same ideas in the context of James Dickey s early poetry.
1

The

two ideas considered were the idea of extrovertive mysticism and the
idea of the inner unity of opposites.

The underlying presupposition

was that the study of these ideas in literature might broaden the
student of philosophy in his or her understanding of human nature
and reality.

A further assumption was that the study of these ideas

might help provide the student of philosophy with a contrasting point
of view with which to view the problem of metaphysical dualism.
In the first chapter, the author introduced the philosophical
ideas under consideration and outlined the plan of the study.
Chapter II presented an overview of related criticism.

Chapter III

presented a descriptive account of the characteristics of extrovertive mysticism, as these characteristics are treated by W. T. Stace
in his work Mysticism and Philosophy.

Along with this descriptive

account, the author suggested ways in which the early poems of James
Dickey could be seen as reflecting the characteristics of extrovertive mysticism.

Chapter IV dealt with the idea of the inner unity

of opposites, again suggesting ways in which the early poetry of
James 'oickey could be seen as reflecting certain aspects of this
idea.

Chapters V and VI presented a detailed examination of certain
99
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of Dickey's early poems; these examinations were conducted within the
framework of the philosophical ideas discussed in the preceding
chapters.

Although these ideas formed the general background for

the study of the poems in both chapters, the chapters themselves were
divided according to two kinds of subject matter.

Chapter V treated

poems involving Dickey's search for mystical connection with the
world of plants and animals; Chapter VI treated poems involving
Dickey's search for mystical connection with the "other" in human
relationships.
In general, it was argued that Dickey's early poems, especially his poems about plants and animals, do indeed reflect the characteristics of extrovertive mysticism, as well as the philosophical
idea of the inner unity of opposites.

These early poems reflected

the characteristics of extroverted mysticism in the following way.
They revealed how Dickey used his sensory perceptions of nature to
lead him toward a unifying vision of the oneness of things as this
oneness is experienced through the multiplicity of objects.

In other

words, these early poems revealed Dickey as an extrovertive mystic in
the sense that he goes outward in intensified sensory experience to
find mystical connection with the unity of external objects.
unity underlies the plurality of things in the external world.

This
The

key point was that Dickey did not lose his sense of personal identity,
as is the case in introvertive mystical experience, but rather that
he maintained his sense of personal identity even as he expressed in
his poems the sense of unified connection with all of nature.
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The idea of the inner unity of opposites was also found in
Dickey's early poems.

In poems dealing with his relationships both

to nature and to his fellow human beings, Dickey seemed to instinctively reach for the middle ground of connection between polar opposites.

Dualistic oppositions such as birth and death, self and

other, being and not being, were transcended in Dickey's vision of
the underlying connectedness of a11 things.

In

II

In the Tree House

at Night," for example, the line of separation between the "dead"
brother and the "living" poet was blurred.
were connected in a vision of the "One. 11

The dead and the living
Similarly, in "The Salt

Marsh," the distinction between the conscious poet and the nonconscious world of the salt marsh, was abolished and the poet sensed
that he had become 11 one 11 with the marsh grass.
If a final conclusion can be drawn from this study, perhaps
it is this.

Despite the obvious problems connected with the mystical

perspective, despite, for example, the problem the mystic has in
expressing the inner core of his experience in language acceptable
to the analytic philosopher, despite all this, there remains something alive and fascinating and compelling about mystical experience
in the works of several poets.

Among these are Hopkins, Blake, the

early Wordsworth, Whitman, and Gary Snyder.

And students of philos-

ophy, whether or not they accept the mystical perspective, can
nevertheless benefit by returning again and again to the beauty and
the sense of immediately felt reality that is often contained in the
literature of these mystically inclined writers.

If nothing else,

students of philosophy can be reminded that the expression of
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philosophical ideas is not limited to the abstract language of formal
or systematic philosophies of the past; philosophical ideas continue
to live and breathe in the work of contemporary literary artists
passionately dedicated to the cultivation of their vision and perfection of their crafts.
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